
CHAPTER VIII 

The sequel of Marital Bondagea 

Questions of Maintenance, Custody And PrOperty. 
·.: .-. 

. .... 
Divorce ends the marital tie between the spouses. The matter ·";·. :··: . 

does not end there, the sequel of social consequences begins with 

the .passing of the decree. 'l'he question of maintenance/alimony, 

custody of children and property are raised. The marital tie is 

sevel'ed ceremoniously by a legal sanction but the contact, res-

ponsibilities, continues till the female spouse_gets remarried and 

or the children are grown up adults capable of leading an indepen

dent life. so, the relationship, the h~an bondage continues when 

the legal and sacramental bondage is severed. 

'l'he relief that is given in relation to maintenance, custody 
"' is 

and propertyAknown as ancillary or auxillary relief. This means a 

. subordinate reliaf. It is a relief that grows out of and is auxi

llary to another primary acti-on. such primary actions are resti

tution of conjugal rights, JUdicial separation, Nulli:ty .of marriage 

and Divorce1, but while·granting any other matrimonial relief, for 

instance, declaration of matrimonial status2, ancillazy relief 

cannot be granted under seetion 125. so on the passing of the 

decree of divorce the court may· provide the wife with a order of 

maintenance. or alirno.ray3 , pass orders relating to matters of custody, 

1. sections 9, 10, 11, 12. and 13 of Hindu Marriage Act, 195Se 

2. .Id. Section 11. 

3. Id.- Section 24, 2So 
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ma1n~~e~DC8 and education of children 4 and decide upon the property 

rights of the husband and wife. The last, especially in view of the 

new idea of matrimonial home and the grqwing concept of comnunity 

propertys. 

PAF!r I - MAIN'l'ENANCE/ALIMCNY 

Matrimony creates a number of rights and obligations on the 

part of the spouses against each other, maintenance being one of 

tiaam. A husband is under an obligation to maintain his wife during 

COVerture and even ':UpOn Separation and divorce. 'l'he ancient HindU 

Dharmasastras also recognise this fact and so does all other 

personal laws too. Provision for maintenance is also provided in 

Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act, 1936, applicable to the Parsees, 

The Indian Divorce Act, 1969 ~plicable to the Christians,· provide 

for maintenance 6 • The MUslim Personal Law also makes such provi

sion for the wife for such coverture. The special Marriage Act,_ 
7 

1954 , an optional secular marriage law applicable to persons 

married under it, irrespective of their religion also makes similar 

provisions. However .un~r all these foregoing provisions, a wife 

can claim maintenance from her husband only i£ there is sane 

matrimonial dispute and a petition is filed for some matrimonial 

remedy either by the husband or by the wife. If there is no such 

4. Id. section 26. 

s. Id. section 27 

6. sections 3 9 and 40. 
7. Sections 36 and 37. 

I I 
I· 
I' 

I 
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litigation, she has no right to claim maintenance under the personal 

lBWS• However, exceptionally for a Hindu wif~ a provision for 

separate residence on justifiable grounds while allowing her to 

claim maintenance from her husband without filing a petition for 

matr.imonial dispute is made under the Hindu Adoptions And Main

tenance Act, 19568 
in addition to the Hindu Marriage Act, 195SS: 

Apart from these personal laws, section 125 of the Code 

of the Criminal Procedure, 19fJ3 provides for maintenance to a 

wife irrespective of :re1igicn10• The object of this provision areJ 

1 41 to provide a speedier remedy. 

2. to avoid va~rancy and destitution of indigent persona11 • 

It is abundantly clear that this is a special provision 

designed for the protection of the women who suffer due to the 

anissions and conn:issions of her husband who is well off and 

possesses sufficient means12• 

There is no condition precedent of ptnding matrimonial 

petition in the court to avail the remedy under section 125. ~at 

a. section 18. 

g,_ sec::tion 24 and 25. 

10• ~ter the decision of Moharrmed Ahmed Khan vs shahbano AIR 1985 
.... SC;f 495 which laid dCMn tbat a persons Ol5ligation to maintain 

.. ·~--spouse is founded upon the individuals obligation to 
,; · /fQCJ.ety to prevent vagrancy and destitution. The moral edict 

'~~f ·lew and moral! ty cannot be clubbed with religion, the muslim 
·fundamentalists pressured the government for the exclusion 
of muslim women from the ambit of section 125. In the year 
1986, as a result of violent agitation, and amidst protest 
from the non fundamentalists the Muslim women (Protection of 
RightS on Divorce) Act was passed• 

11. Bhagwan Dutt Vs Kamala Devi AIR 1975 sc 83 

12• Gupteshwar Pandey vs Ram Piari Am 1971 Pat 1816 
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~s requ~red to be proved for application of section 125 is a (1) 

husband •as sufficient means (2) neglects or refuses to maintain 

his wife (3) wife who is unable to maintain herself, the wife may 

then claim ma.1ntenance
13 

e 

The right of tl')e wanan to claim maintenance is a right 

which has. been recognised under various laws. Each of these fore

going provisions are indepenaent of each other. The claim unaer 

one law does not fomclose her right under another law. Therefore, 

a wife may claim maintenance both under the personal laws and the 

secular law of the Criminal Procedure Code. However, a court may 

give regard to an order of maintenance of any other court, at the 

tiJ1r!t ~ .quantifying the amount of maintenance. Thus the right is 

e~;e<l. hut the quantum may vary-. ThJ.s right to maintenance, in 
·.· .. 

a tl!'.ew' i~ ~-right to life or right to survival Of a wife. 
... ·.:~{~;.~:-~?::;<.{~;·.~·:~· : : . 

. ·.:o :::;::.:w~n are not objects of charity and should never be treated 

ao. The judiciary has begun to realise that women are no longer 

going to be satisfied of being treated as beneficiaries of welfare 

doles but wish to be actively involved in the development process 

of the country14• Yet unfortunately among the neglected section 

of the society wo~ form a bulk15, they have a low socio-economic 

status in the society which forces the legiilature to provide special 

13• Jaya sa.gaae •polygamy And woman's Right of Maintenance1 
survey of Judicial Decisions• 31 J.I.L.I. (1989) 345~ 

~ 

14. Lotika Sarkar, •women and the Law", XXI ASIL (1985) P• 495. 

15. P9onanmal Vs union of India AIR 1985 SC 1196o 
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protection to them 1n the form of maintenance. women who are 

not job sldlled suffer most, especially if the husband was good 

proviaer and the woman is a custodian parent. Maintenance paynents 

axe less than full salary and often inadequate for bare subsis-

.~~ and in reality the women have been made to. depend on the 

welf~ doles of her husband. 

·<· 
%. ALIMONY/MAIN'l'ENANCE IN ANCIEN'l' HINDU LAW 

According to the Dharmasastras, the wife has a right of 

residence with the husband and she is further entitled to be 

maintained by her husband. 

Manu. says that if 8: man does anything for the sake of his 

happiness in another world, to the detriment of all those whcm 

. he is bound to m~ntain, that produces evil results for hin. both 

while he lives and when he is dead16• He further adds that aged 

parents, a virtuoy.s wife, an infant son must be maintained even 

by doing a hundl:ed misdeeds17• A female outcast shall be given 

clothes, food, drink etc and they shall live close to the family 

housa18• Neither a mother, nor a father, nor a wife, nor a son 

shall be cast offt he who casts tbam off unless guilty of a crime 

causing loss of Caste, Shall be fined Six hundred panas19 e 

·16. Manu ·xi. 10 • G. Buhler, sacred Books of the East Vol xxv, 
'lbe Laws of Manu. Motilal Banarasidas (1964)e 

17. Manu XI. ·10.1, Kullakabhatta Virc:hitaya Manusmriti Ed. 
Aeharya Jagdishlal Shastri, Motilal Banarasidas (1983). 

Q 

18. Manu.XI.189 op. cit. Buhler. 

19& Manu VIII. 389 op. cit. Buhler. 
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Ya.jnavalkya requires a husband to maintain his wife whom he has 

superseded other wise he would be guilty of a great sin20 • If a 

man abandons his wife who was obedient, dilig<:nt1 the mother of 

a son and agreeable in speech, he was to be made to give one third of 
lf 

his property to the wife, but he had no property, he had· to maintain 
" 

ACcording to Kautilya when maintenance is not payable at 

stipulated interv~s of time the husband shall give the necessary 
. . 

food and clothing ac:cordin~ to the dependents or more in a generous 

measure. If payable at stipulated intervals of tima 6 he shall 
. 

calculate the same and pay 1n instalments. And also in case she 

has not received a dowry, a woman•s prOperty and compensation for 
.22. 

supersession, the same procedure shall be followed. 

Bharmanya23 seems clearly to rr.ean allowance- given for the 

maintenance of a wife separated from the husband-anirdishtakala24 

the time for which is not stated seems to refer to alimony paid 

in one lunpsum, whJ.le"NirdishtakaJ.25 seems to be that paid in 

20. Yajnavalkya I. 74 YHinavBl!tya smriti. Translated by west & 
Buhler, Digest of dU_ Law 3rd EO: 1884. Oxford University 
Press. 

21~ Yajnaval~a I~ 76 op. cit West & Buhler. 

22. Bharmanyam Nirdishtakalayam Grasachhadanam Vaadahikam 
Yetha purusha paripapam sarvashesham daddat (3) Nirdishta 
Kalayam tadev sakhyay bandham cha daddat (4) ShuJ)ka stree 
dhanadhi Vedanikanamana dane cha (S) Kautilya Arthashastra, 
3.3.3. S R.P.Kangle, The Kautilla Arthasastr~ Part I, II, 
2nd Edition Bombay University 1972) 

23. Ibid~ 

24~ Ibid~ 

25~ Ibid. 
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instalments at stated times e In other words, Kaut.ilya makes pro-

vis.ion for lumpsum alimony or ~aintenance as well as in instal

ments. The word grasachhadanam26 means (food and clothing) mainte-

nance. 

Kautilya further enjoins, if a person with means does not 

maintain his children and wife, h.is brothers who have not come of 

age and his urunarried and widowed sisters, a fine of twelve panas 

shall be inposed except when these have become outcastes wit.h the 
0 

27 exception of the mother • If one J:enounces home to become an 

ascetic without providing for his son and wife, the lowest fine 

for violence shall be irrposed also if one induces a woman to 

renounce home 28 • -

While 1-1anu stipulates that an outcast woman29 should be 

provided with a starvation allowance, Kautilya exempts a man frcm 

the provision of maintenance if his wife has become an out vast. 

Yajnavalkya declares that an adulterous wbman should be deprived 

of her authority over servants etc, should be made to wear dirty 

clo~e, should ~ given food just sufficient to enable her to 

live~ .;~hould be treated with scorn, made to lie em the ground. If 
. •'".j•"• •• 

she· eouceives from adulterous intercourse she is to be abandaWd30• 
. ~ ,:.· ·_;.·:: ,. . . 

' ' 

26• Ibid. 
27. Id at 2.,1. 28 

28• Id·• at 2.1.29 
29. Supra note 21. 

30• Yajnavalkya 1. 70, 72, op. cit. west & Buhler. 
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such abandonment consists in not allowing her to participate in 
0 

religious rites, but she should not be cast off on the streets, 

she is to be kept apart in a guarded room and to be given £ood and 

garrnent31• Manu has contradicted himself from verse XX. 189 when 

he states that i£ a wife, proud of the greatness of her relatives 

or o.f her own excellence, violates the duty which she owes to her 

lor~ the king shall_ cause her to be devoured by dogs in a place 

frequented by many
32• And again contradicts by laying down that the 

husband shoulc confine an exceedingly corrupt wife to one roam and 

caqpel her ·to perform the ,t::enance3~. 

- .. ":. ~ 
The requ.i.rement of penan~ is laid down in Veda-Vyas II 

t9.-so~~-.:~d also in Parasha.ra IV. 2o35• 

P.v.; .JC~l6 arrives at the following propositions. 

1. The.re is no absolute right of abandonment 'bY 
the husband on the ground of adultez;y. 

2. Adultery is a minor sin and can be atcned for by 
the wife through penance. 

·3. Till she undergo~s penance she is to be provided 
with a bare subsistence maintenance. 

4. Wi*es who are not guilty of adulterous and .corrupt 
acts are to be maintained. 

---------------------
31. Id. III. 297 

32~ Manu VIII.371~op• cit. Buhler. 

33. Ide XI.177. 

34. Vedavyas Bharatdharma, Mahamandal sast.r.a Publisher 1923. 

35. MaOhavacharya, Parasara Smriti, ASiatic Society 1973. 

36. P. v. Kane, History of Dhaonashastras, p. 575, Bhandarkar 
Oriental ResearCh Instlture. 
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The concept of mai.ntenance from the ancient times is a 

hyp.roc.racy, for no maintenance has really ever helped to maintain 

women. Behind the mask of the glowing tribute paid to the wcmen 

in ~ Ciharmasastra there was an under current of hatred, neglect, 

cqa.~pt. This duplicity of the dharmasastra in later years has 
',. ··. . 

helped to bring about social casuistry and degradation. As a msult 

the wo~n for century .after century have been doomed to be illl-

terate, ignorant inhabitants of the. darkness and then like a great 

nessiah law and religion have maae them the objects of charitable 

doles and reduced them to begging. 

II. ALIMONY OR MAINTENANCE IN THE MODERN HINDU LAW 

The word alimony is de;r:ived from the latin word alimonia 

and the french wo,Fd ~· It means sustenance. ·rhat is living 

maJ.ntenance, an Allowance maae to a woman for her support by a 

man pending or after her _legal separation or divorce from him. 

Maintenance means upkeep, support37 o 

The concept of alimony or maintenance therefore indicates 

the principle of sustaining the life of a wanan who is in the 

process of being divorced or separated or has already been legally 

separated or di vo.J:Ced. When alimony is paid to the spouse when they 

cu:e in the process of being separated or divorced it is known as 

maintenance pendente ~ite. when after the divorce or legal separa

tion the husband by a court order pays an allONance to the wife 

37. websters New Colleg:late Dictionar1, Gand c I-1irriam and co. 
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it is called pe.rmanent alimony. such payments are generally res

tricted to money, but under special circumstances it may be an 

allowance out of the spouses estate38 • 'l'he above terms-· are no 

longer used in matrimonial causes iri .. England and is replaced by 

maintenance pending suit and pelJllanent financial provision the~ 

after39
e -:: 

An unique feature of the modern Hindu law is that even a 

husband can be a claimant of alimony from the wife under special 

circumstances. A Hindu woman may claim maintenance both under the 

Hindu and the Criminal Law. 

Ae Maintenance/Alimony Pendente lite40• 

In Mythili Raman Vs Capt x.x. Raman41 it has been pointe.d 

out that the object of maintenanel!! pendente lite under SGction 24 

is to provide funds to the needy spouse to prosecute the proceedings 

and to maintain h.im of herself. It has been observed in Hema vs -
Lakshmana Bhat42 that by extending the relief to either of the 

spouses a concept of equality ·has been introduced. In deciding the 

application under s. 24 of the ACt, the court has to act in accord

ance with sound judicial principles and cannot act in an arbitrary . 

38~ Blac~ Law Dictionary. 

39. Jowittis Dictionary of English Law, Burtterworths. 

40·· section 24 of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 states that -
Where .1n any proceeding under ttds Act .it appears to the 
court that either the wife or the husband, as the case may be, 
has no ineepeneent income sufficient for her or h.is suppoJ;t 

/ end· the necessar:y expenses of the proceeding, · it may, on the 
·.-.:.~.·-epplication of the wife or the husband, order the responcent 
· , ... pay to the petitioner the expenses of the proceeding, and 

mont:hly during the proceeding such sum as, having regard· to 
'.: t:he pet! t.ioner' s own income and the income of the respondent, 
· it may seem to the court to be reasonablee 

41. ~R 1976 Mad 260o 
42. AIR 1986 leU 130. 
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fashion to the prejudice of either of the parties. 

1. The claimant 

In Pradeep KUmar Kapur Vs Shailaja43 , D.P. Wadhwa J• 

laid down the following principi:es which were stated to ba .relevant 

in deciding a case of maintenance pendente lite undciir s. 24 o£ 

the Act. 
0 

1., Position and status of the parties .. 

2. Reasonable wants of the claimant (towares .food, 
i 

clothing, shelter, medical attendan~, tre-atment 

education etc.) 

3. Income of the claimant 

4. Income of the Opposite Party. 

5. Depenc:Snts of the Opposite Party. 

'l'he court is not expected to adopt a mechanical approach while 

interpreting the provisions of law incorporating provisions and 

pR,nciples of social justice like s. 24 of the Act44., The discre

t!Oft., .tha~ is vested in the courts must be exercised on sound lega1 
: "' .. : .. " 

, p~CJP~• They are 1 

. a. Whether the applicant is being supported by 811 
aclulteror1 

b. Whether the respondant has sufficient means. The fact 
that the claimant is being maintained by the natal 

family or friends is no S;round for rejecting the claim 

of maintenance45 pendente lite. 

43. AIR 1989 Del 10. 

44. Ibid. 

IS. Balti DeXi Va Chhotelal II (1986) DMC 248. 
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The wo.rd "sufficient means" _can only be construed to mean whether 

the claimant has any independent incorr.e for !U.s or her support. 

The word "sufficient" in collocation of the words "sufficient 

means11 for his or her support is significant. sufficient here is not 

some. It means that the income of the applicaau should be such that 

would be sufficient for a nor.mal person for his or her sustenance 

as well as to meet the necessary expenses of the proceedings 46• 

Maintenance means an anount which should be sufficient to meet body 

._ .e,lld .. ~ul together. This taltes within itself not_ ·only the expenses 
... ·· ':' .. ·:· 
·.·. _-. 

·of ;food and clothing but also e.xr;enses involved in meeting the 
. . . '~· .. ; .... · 

-~~~ee.t:t.i,.es of life47• If a party approaches the Civil court -after 

maintenance is granted under Section 125 cf the Code of Criminal 

Procedure and gets a decree of maintenance then the decree of the 

Civil Court prevails48• The existing order granting maintenance · 

under section 24 of the Hindu Marriage Act dces not operate as a 

49 bar to granting further maintenance pendente ~ te • It must also 

be noted here that section 25 of the Hindu Marriage· A~t dealing 

with permanent alimony requires the court to have regard to the 

income and other property of the spouses. section 24 refe.rs only 

to 'the income anP. not the other property. so in the case of alimony 

46. 

47. 
48. 

Krishnapriya Mohapatra vs Bira Krishna MOhapatra II (1986) 
we 96 _ 
Ku Sab§ Vs Sye:d I'Jhd Fazi~ I (1991) DMC 262. 

Chimata Magaratnamma Vs Chimata Nathaniel I (1991) DMC 459o 

49. Manab alias Manabendra Burman Vs suvadra alias swati Burman 
l tl§§i) DMC 465. 
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pe~te . 11 te • other property of the spouses are pot matters of 

J~c=~.fiil considerations 50. 'I'he word sufficient and the question of 
. -:· . -:!.~.; •. . 

qu~~ ·involved in it must be evalued and judged depending upon 

the facts o£ each easee 

When the claimant (the ar,.,-plicant spouse} is possessed of 

sufficient means the claimant does not become entitled to the 

maintenance pendente lite nor the cost of the litigation. In 

suresh Kumar Vs Kamalj it Kaur51 the wife applied for maintenance 

pendente lite against her husband, son of late Babu Jagjiban Ran. 

The court found that she had a substantial income through corrpany 

share and declined her claim for maintenance pendente lite. The 

property of the wife under a litigation considered for judging if 
~ 

she has independent incoma to support her. In Premnath sarwan Vs 

52 
Premlata sarwan • the wi£e had received scme property by way of 

a will and it was under litigation with her brothere The court held 

that such pr~erty·could not be considered for judging if the wi£e 

had an independent income to suppoxt her and further held that 

concealment of such incc...me in a petition for alimony pendente lite 

by the wife was not fatal to the suit. The x·elief for alimony 

penaente lite can be awal:Cled even if an abjec::tion as tc. juris

diction is raised pr~vided the court has a prima facie jurisdic

tion 53• 

50. Supra ndta 44. 

51. (1985) l current Civil Cases 574. 

5~. II (1986} DMC 214 

53. surendra Kumar ASthana Vs Kamlesh ASthana 
AIR 1974 All 110. 
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There has been a controversy regarding the language of 

section 24 where in it was stated -that •. •• ••• order the respcn-

dent to pay the _petitioner the expenses of the proceedings11
• The 

controversy for~the first time arose in Rameshwar Nath Gupta VS 

Kanta Devi 54 • The husband had brought a. suit for dis sol uti on 

of marriage. 'I'he wife countered with a petition for maintenance 

pendente lite. The District Judge directed the husband to pay. 

The husband contended before the High Court stating that the 

District Judge had erred as he was the petitioner in the primary 

suit that is the S\.it ~or divorce .The Punjab High Court held that 

the husband• s contention is withcut any force. 'l'he expressions 

"Peti~ioner' and .. respondent• that appear in section 24 is clearly · 

in connection wj,th ~ application under s. 24 and not in connection. 

with the primary suit for matrimonial relief. This view w~ accepted 

by the High courts of Allahabad 55, Bon'bay56 Mysore57., 

2. The stage at which the claim is to be made. 

An application under s. 24 is to be made as soon as possible 

after the service of the notice, other wise a presumption may be 

pleaded that the claimant was able to support himself or herself 

u~ AIR 1957 PUnJ as. 
55• RaJ Kumari VB 'l'arlok Singh· AIR 1959 All ·6~8. 

56•:~ Kamala vs shama Rupchand AIR 1958 Ban 466. 
57;~··NanJpppa Vs Vimala Devi AIR 1957 Mys 44 • 
. ~ . ' : 
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for so long that the claim is futile. It is not necessary that 

he/she file her written statement first and then file an application 
sa 

for maintenance pendente lite and cost of the lit.igaticus • -It 

is now wel - settled that an· application under section 24 must be 

aetermined before deciding the main petition and promptly too, 
0 

otheJ:Wise the very purpose of section 24 is defeated. 'I'he juris

diction to grant maintenance arises as soon as any preceding are 

instituted under the Hindu Marriage Act 59 • Failure of the apPlicant 

to file an affidavit in support of the petition for alimony is not 

material60• 

3. Grant of the claim - Discretion of the court 

An order fixing maintenance pendente lite under section 24 

containing neither f~cts nor grounds is not an order in the eye 

of the .law. Order of maintenance pendente lite when not supported 

)!)r_.-~eaaon and does not diacuss the pros and cons of the rival 

· ver•'9P ~f the pa.rt.ies relating to quantum of income of husband 

• ·Oraer is lieble to be set aside61 .. A order £or maintenance 

58. Latika Ghosh Vs Nirmal Kumar Ghosh .AIR 1968 Cal 68 1 Anjli 
ArUn K\llnar AIR 1981 All 178. 

59. Arati Sin h Vs Lt Col. Kanwar P81 Singh AIR 1977 Del- 76; 
Ra incer Mahendroo vs Madhurima Mahendroo 1978 HLR 851 
Kr s a Devi vs Karam Chand l978 HLR 177. 

60. c. B. 'I'oshi vs Gangabai Am 1980 All 130. 

61. salish Bindra vs surJeet Singh Bindra AIR 1977 Punj 3831 
Khiteshwar Phukan vs soowaia Gogoi AIR 1984 NOC 307 (Gau), 
Pala~ar8mbil Velaypdhan Vs Palaparambil Devald AIR l985 
NOC § (I<er). · 
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pendente lite must be a speaking order which means it must contain 

a statement regarding what has led to the decision and set out the 

finding and s:easoning of that • 'l'he discret-ion that is vested in 

the courts is to be exercised on sound legal princip~es and not on 

caprice or hwnour. An order is a reasonable order which takes into 

consideration the various circumstances. In the body of the section 

only 'the word "support" is used and not standard or status. It- is 

q~ear -.~at the court must keep in the view that one of the parties 
-~ .... 

cannot. live like a lora and the other like a maid or one cannot .. · .. . . 

live like a princess and the other like a servant. There must be 

scma balance. one cannot be living in penury while the other lives 

in grand style. The object of· the section is to provide the weaker. 

party financially as a matrimonial litigation is not only galling 

but expensive and time consuming also62• 

4. Comrr.encement1 Duration And auantum 
--

The use of the word "•••• during the proceeding •••• " 

suggests that an order for maintenance pendente lite can be made 

operative from th~ date of institution of the original proceeding 

and not necessarily the date of making of application for main

tenance pendente lite63 • Even when alimony pendente lite is claimed 

62o Preeti Vs Ravindra Kumar Shatma AIR 1979 All 29. 

63. sameer Kumar Bannerjee vs Sujata BannerJee 70 CWN 633, 
Radha l<umari vs K,M.I<, Nair AIR 1983 Ker 139. 

u 
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in. -~'el· against the decision of the main proceeding it may be · 

oraexad fJ:om the date of receipt of original proceeding in trial 

court64 • In Shobhana sen Vs ~\mar sen 65 the husband conmenced a 

matrimonial proceeding against the wife. The notice of the procee

ding was served on the wife on the second day of February 1956. 

The wife applied for maintenance pendente lite en the first day 

of March, 1956. The ~pellate court allowed her to rece~ve· the 

maintenance from the date of the. commencement of the primary 

matrimonial proceeding. A well knCMn principle of law is that 

maintenance penden"tce lite must be granted from the date of comnence-. ' 

ment of the principal matrimonial proceeding. 

After the termination of the primary proceeding maintenance 

pendente lite ceases to be operative. so, before proceeding with 

the application for maintenance pendente lite, if the primary 

proceeding is dismissed, then the apPlication for maintenance 

pendente lite cannot be pressed66• However it has been recognised 

that expeditious disposal of apPlication u/s 24 is desirable 

so that the wife is not deprived of her right to alimony pendente 

lite and litigation ex~enses merely because husbands petition for 

64. Nalini vs velu AIR 1984 Ker 214. -
65. AIR 1959 Cel 455. 

66. Chitra .tekha \Ts RanJeet Rai AIR 1977 Del 1761 Lr. Tarlochan 
'S"Li'ijh Vs Mohincer Kaur AJ:R1963 l?Unj 249e 

I 
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matrimonial relief has been unconditionally withdrawn67 or whem the 

outcome of the primaey suit has been determined by way of dismissal 
w 

by consent, dismissal at hearing, abatement, the pronouncement of 

a decree for judicial separation or makin-;, absolute a decree nisi 

at divorce or nullity. But if the claimant is found guilty of 

adultery the order does not cease autcmatiaally. If an appeal is 

preferred on the issue, the ·appellate court may order maintenance 

pendente lite during the pendency of the apPeal~ 

Disposal of petition for interim maintenance after th$ 

disposal of the primary suit for matrimonial relief is wrong. 

Disposal of the application for alimony pendente lite by the 
" 

Sal'IWS judgement of the primary suit of matrimonial relief is also 

not cor.z:ect. The court cannot mix up matters and postpone the 

petition for ancillary relief till the principal suit is decided 

on merits68• such petitions should of necessity be disposed off 

before the disposal of .the primary suit69• G.vanting ex parte decree . 

without adjudicating the petiticn of interim alimony and litigation 

expenses is not proper7°. 

67. Bhanwarlal vs Kamala Am 1983 Raj 229 sohanlal vs Kamlesh 
i (1§85) DMC. 215. 

68·· Chagganlal VS Shikha Devi AIR 1975 Raj B. 

6J• Bhmwarlal vs Kamala AIR 1983 Raj 229"' 

70. Meena DeshpancS vs Prakash AIR 1983 Born 409. 
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A slightly different view has emerged from a series o.f 

cases. In .Nnrik sing}) vs Narinder Kaur71 the application ubder 

section 24 was filed on 27.2.1978. The primary suit for judicial 
0 

separation was concluded on 25.9.1978, but the application Under 

section 24 was allowed on 12.10.1978. The order was held to be 

valid. In a subsequent case, again in Punjab High Court72 , the wife 

filed a restitution petition as a primary suit for matrimonial 

relief on 28.1.1978, she filed the petition for ancillary relief 

for maintenance pendente lite and litigation expenses on 31.1.1978. 

The restitution suit was decreed in her favour in September 1979 

but tha petition under section 24 was allowed to continue. The 

appel-late court held the order to be valid as the order could be 

given the retrospective effect from the date of main petition till 

-the c~glusion of the proceedings. The appellate court in this 

caaO. ·_iu~~~la1d down that even after the main petition for relief 

like restitution of conjugal rights, judicial separation, annU:lment 

or divorce has been disposed off the court can award maintenance 

pendente lite and the liability to pay continues so long as the 

petition for maintenance pendente lite is pending. 

'l'he gist of the ratio in Sudarshan Kumars case is that 

a spouse. even if he/she institutes the primary suit for matri

monial relief may fight the suit On the strength of the finance 

71. AIR 1979 PUnj ill. 

72. Sudarshan Kumar Vs Deepak AIR 1981 ~J?unj 306. 
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p~J.Qed by the other spouse, and that includes even the proceeding 

for obtaining such finance. sohanlal vs Kamlesh73 made an inprove

ment on this situation. It laid down that even if the main suit is 

finally decided, if the suit under section 24 is pending,. it can· 

continue. It held that there is no justification· for not awarding · 

maintenance pendente lite to the wife beyond the c_onclusion of 

the main petition till the proceeding for ancillary relief is 

finalised. 

Regarding the quantum of maintenance to be awarded it has 
. 74 

been laid down in M'Ukan Kanwar Vs Ajeet Chand that in the 

absence of special circUmstances maintenance shall be allowed at 

· i/BIIh of the net income of the respondent of the petition for 

maintenance penaente lite· after deduction .of income tax and 

provi~nt. fund. However· there is no hard and fast rule regarding 

the fixing of' the. quantum of maintenance pendente lite75• In 

' ... - .. 

P. Padmavati AJrma vs K.G. Gopinath N ayar76 it· was held that~ . if. 

there are no dependents of the husband,. the wife. being ardhangani. 

is certainly entitled to receive half of. the salary of the husband. 
0 

But -.here dependentD are there then the total salary of the husband 

has to be divided amOngst those dependents and some amount has 

,also to be .z:ese.J:V:ed fo:i: uncertainity. 

73e AIR 1984 PUnj 332e 

74. AIR 1958 Raj 322 

75. Hema vs Lakshman Bhat AIR 1986 Ker 288 

76. 1 (1991) DMC 463. 
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The main principle which the court should bear in mind 

while awarding maintenance pendente lite is that the order should 

not become a punishment. A lOVI paid servant should not be allCMed 

to part a lions share from his income either towards interim 

maintenance or towards costs 77• Instead of a mechanical: _,a.pp.z:o ach 

the cc.urt should take a practical vi8W of th...; prevailing situation 

and try to do justice to the parties involved. 'lhe court can also 

vary the quantum of maintenance £rem time to time according to 
':: 78 

the change in the circumstances • The quantum of maintenance to a 

wife cannot be reducac! because of her residing with her natal 

family and she cannot be paid mQre than she craves for. 

77. veer a Gowda vs susheelamma (1977) 1 Kant LJ 2288. 

78. Devki Vs ... Pu...;;;;o;;.ru.-.s-..o.-.t .... ~ AIR 1973 Raj 2. 
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B. Permanent ~aintenance/Alimon;t79 

Maintenance of a wife by her husband is a personal 

obligation which is an matrimonial status created by a Hindu 

Marriage. Even where the wife was residing with her parents on 

account of her irmtaturity during the- days whe·n child marriages 

were common, the parents could maintain her at their own cost 

out of affection for the child or as a social duty but under the 

law they could if they so desired demand an allowance for her 

maintenance from the husaand, and he was bound to maintain her or 

keep her under his roof as a matter of his right. 

79. section 25, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, 
1) AnY ccurt exercising jurisdiction uncer this Act may, at 

the tim& of passing any deCree or at any time subsequent 
thereto, on application made to it fer th;;;:; purpose by 
either the wife or· the husband, as the case may be, order 

. that the respondent shall pay to the applicant for her or 
his maintenance and support such gross sum or such mODthly 
OJ: periodical sum for a term not exceeding the life of the 
applicant aa, having regard to the respondent• s own inccme 
and other property, if "any, the inccme and other property 
of the applicant~ the conduct of the parties and other 
circumstances of the case, it may seem to the court to be 
just. and any such payment may be secured, if necessary, 
bJ' a charge on the immovable property of the_ respondent. 

al· #'the court is satisfied that there is, a change in the 
· <;ircumstances of either party at any time after it has 
._.II. an oreer tinder sub-section (1), it may at the instance 

·01 e.itber party, vary. modify or rescind any such order in 
such manner ·as the court may deem just 

3) If the court is satisfied that the party in· 'lroJhose favour 
an order has been made under this section has remarried 
or. if such party is the wife, that she has not remained 
chaste, or, if such party is the husband, that he has 
had sexual intercourse with any women outside wedlock, 
it may at the instance of the other party vary, modify 
or rescind any such order in such manner as the court may 
de~ just. 
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<nly the husband is liable under the law for the 'maJ.ntenance 

of his wife. and so long as she -is prepared and willing to live 
0 

under his roof her right is absolute. No other member of the marital 

family whether joint or nucleus is liable under law for the wife• s 

maintenance. 

When the wife lives separately from her husband her right 

of maintenance is ju~ticiable. Its grant defencs on whether in the 

circumstances of the case she has a reasonab~e and sufficient cause 

which justifies her living separately from her husbande 

under the modern Hindu law, on conclusion of the primary 

suit for matrimonial relief of any of the four kinds namely• 

a)·For ~stitution of conjugal rights (s.9) 

. b) for judicial separation (s.lO) 

c:) For annulment of marriage (S.12) 

d) Jor divorce (s.l3} 

the cout:t can grant peJ:manent alimony80• A decree of divorce does 

not ipso facto Clebar a spouse fran claiming alimony. Permanent 

alimony can :be paid when if the petition for decree of divorce, 

xestitution of conjugal rights or judicial separation succeeds. 

If the petiticn fails the marriage subsists and then the question 

of granting permanent alimony does riot arise .. When the divo~ 

petition is dismissed the spouse cannot get perma~~nt alimony. 

When petition for-::restitution Of conjugal rights is dismissed the 

peti'Uon under section 25 cannot be granted. The expression •passing 

SO. seetaram Vs Phuli AIR 1972 Raj 313. 
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any d&cz:ee• used in section 25 means relief of the nature mentioned 

under section 9 and 13. The sane reasoning is applicable in case 

of dismissal of a petition for judicial separaticn and also after 

tJ-.. <dlld at the time of withdrawal of the suit for judicial separa

UC~t4. ~ Howevez if on appeal these reliefs are granted then the 
• • •• ,J,' ·, 

~llate court may pass . the order for permanent alimony alsoe such 

order is deemed to have been passed by the trial court because the 

fOl:Um for variation modification or recission of the oreer for 

pemanent alimony is the trial court81• 

In silla Jagannadha. Prasad vs Silla Lalitha Kumar182• 

It has been held that the main object of sectic:o 25 is to provide 

SOI!le amount of sustenanCe to the parties who are unable to suwort 

themselves. The suit or the petition may either be dismissed or 

allowed.& reUef may be given or refusede In either case it is a 

decree. There is ~no reason to give a .restricted meaning to the 

word decree. In this connection the word any is also significant. 

It indicates either allowing or rejecting and permanent alimony 
~ 

may be granted. But in Vinod Chand Sharma Vs smt Rajesh Path~3 

the Allahabad High court observed that permanent alimony can be 

granted only if the divorce is granted and not if 1 t is dismissed. 

The word decree. the court held. is used in matrimcnial cases. in a 

special sense different from the one that is used in c.p.c. The 

" 
81. Sandhya Bhattacharjee VS Gopinath Dhattacharjee 80 C.W.N.665. 

82. AIR 1989 A. P. 8 

83. AIR 1988 All 150 
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use of the word decree unaer s. 25 means passing of any decree 

for divorce, restitution of conjugal rights or judicial separation 

and not passing of a aecree through which the petition itself is 

disn:.issed because if the petitioo fails no aec.ree· 15 passed. In 

other words in Su.ch cases decree is denied to the applicant, 

obviously alimony cannot the~fore be granted as the marriage 

still subsists. In the words of the court~ 

"Xhe power to grant alimcny contained in Section 25 of the 

Hindu Marriage Act has to be exeJ:Cised when the court is called 

upon to settle_ the mutt.al right:& of tne parties after the marital 

ties have snapped by determination and variation by the .passing 

· o£ a dec~e of- a type mentioned in ss 10, 11, 13, read with sec

tions 23, 26 and 27 of the Act. A decree can be assumed to have 

been passed when an application for divorce or similar other· xe·lief 

is granted but surely not when the application is dismissed•84
o 

Death of the husband does not affect the order of the payment 
0 

of permanent alimony and the sane could be recovered from his 

estate in the henc1s of his heirs and successors. A decree for 

pe.ananent alimony is not extinguished with the death of the husband 

and the estate is· liable to be proceeded against in the hands of 

the heirs for'the satisfaction of the decree85• If divorce is 

d;)teJ.Ded under any other enactment of the Hindu law, then relief 

84. Ibid. 

85! Nandarani 1-taJumdS£ Vs Indian Airlines AIR 1983 sc 1201 
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unaer section 25 of the Hindu Marriage Act cannot be claimed. 

1. Relation to DoctrinE! of Sincerity 

The doctrine of sincerity is enshrined under section 23 

of the Hindu Marriage Act. It lays down that he who ccmes for 

matrimonial relief must come to tbe court with clean hancls and 

should not take advantage of lU.s own wrong. However the doctrine 

is irrelevant where a question of granting maintenance pendente 

lite is concerned. In oother words Sectico 24 is not controlled · 

by section 23. However the question of granting permanent alimony 

under section 25 of the Act m·o.y be ccn trolled by the doctrine of 

sincerity as en~~ed Under section 23 of the Act. It was held 

in Am~ sen VS Shobhana sen66 that even an unchaste wife is 

entitled to a right of a starving a!lo.-~anoe for her maintenance. 

A wife who is not complying with a decree of restitution ot conjugal 

rights could claim permanent alimony in Ram Pair! Vs piarilaJ.67 ., 

An agreement by which the wife gives up her claim to 

pe.tmanent alimony and the husband gives up his claim to custody 

o.t, c:bi~d was bled to be valid by the Punjab68 and Bclnbay69 High 

C~~- The Kerala High court90 on the other hand has held such 
.::-; 

86. AlR 1960 Cal 438. 

87. A2R 1970 Punj 341. 

88. ManJeet Singh Vs Savita 1<1ran AXR 1983 P1mj 281., 

89. Hiraba,i vs lU.roJsh!h AIR 1945 aom 53'8 

90. Sadasivan Pillai Vs Vijayalakshmi (1986) 3 Crimes 508. 
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ag~eement to be void ~d opposed to public policy and againSt the 

doctrine enshrined in section 23. Agreements that purports to 

0\Tst the jurisdiction of the court are not enforceable. 

In MChinder Kumar Wahi Vs Usha Rani91 , Usha Rani obtained 

a decree for restitution of conjugal rights an·26.8.1970. She 

waited for ccmpliance of the decree until 25. 2. · 1971 and then moved 

the court under section 25 of Hindu Marriage Act .. DUring the pendency 

of the suJ. t, Mchinder Kumar attenpted to comply with the decree. 

zt was subwitted that because the wife resisted with the conpliance 

of the. husband. she was taking advantage of her own wrong and 
-

b~. IPPlication IIUSt fail in view of the provision of the doctrine 

of a.i.:4oerity under Section 23. 'I'he Court held that the husbandS 

at.t&q,t. to comply ,.,ith the decree was malafide and the wife was 

granted permanent alimony. 

The folYSOJ:e High Ccurt has held92 that it is Ci11y upon or 

making a decree that the question of granting alimony arises. 

Theref~re the grant of alimony itself being a consequence or coe 

of the consequences of a degree; the question whether any of the 

circumstances mentioned in section 23 would opere.te as a bar would 
.. 

alreaey have been ccnsid~..::red by the court before passing the decree. 

ACcording to Justice :oeoki Nanaan93 • the questio.rl of· whether one 

is taking advantage- of one• s own ~1rcng in asking for maintenance 

91. 1975 HLR 241. 

92. •L•a .. l_i_th __ a_ai!!L.....,a Va R Kannan AJ:R 1966 Mys 178. 

93. Deoki Nar.adan, Hindu Law M§Sriage And Divcrce, P• 726.· the 
'University Book Agency U §). · 
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may not arise for fresh consideration when it is the decree holder 

who applies for permanent alimony. But if it is the judgement 

ClebtOl:'. then the question of his or her conduct may loom large

:befo~. 't;be cO\ut while considering whether maintenance should be 

gJ:aQtee\. ACcording to him it matters little whether the conduct 

of the applicant for maintenance is considered under section 25 

or section 23 of the Act. 'l'he basis upon which the principal decree 

has been passed cannot altogether be ignored because sometimes an · 

order for pem1anent alj.mony· can be passed with that decree. The 

lew cannot be .different while passing the principal decree and the 

ancillaey relief. However ei ttJer party to the decree 'riia"Y · 3pply for 

awdllru:y relief, but the actrual· grant of the relief will depend 

on various other considerations. 

2. The cl'Siman't 

N:cording to the law. either party to a matrimonial suit 

for matrimonial relief like divorce, judicial separation, restitu

tion and annulment, may claim the ancillary relief of permanent 

alj_mony. en mach application the court is entitled to tar~ the 

ccnduct of the parties into consideration. 

In N. veeralakshmi vs N. Hanumantha Rao94 • a very interesting -
differentiation was formulated by the Andhra ·Pradesh High Cou~-t. 

94. AIR 1978 A.P. 6 
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lt was observed that if a husband successfully obtains divorce and 

the wife aPPlies for pez:menent alimony, the court is entitled to 

take into consideration whether the conduct of the wife was 

abominable and it may even refuse to grant a decxee. But the mere 

fact that the wife has unjustly deserted the husband which ulti

mately led to the husband divorcing the wife, then the conduct of 

the wife cannot b8 said to be so abaninable as to disentitle her 

from claiming permanent alimony. 

UDder s.25(1), there is a requiJ:ement that the court may 

have regard to "• • •• • • • the conduct of the parties" e It may be 

nvticed th.::re that, as the word 'may' has been used in relation to 

the action that is to be taken by the courts it is not mandatory 

(as it would have been if the word shall had been used) that t.hB 

conduct of the parties be taken into consideratio .• Again, under 

s.25(3) 1~ is laid d~n that if a party who is in the receipt of 
0 

permanent alimc..ny has a voluntary sexual intercoorse wi t."l a11y 

o t.her woman outside wedlock or leads an unchaste life, then at 

~~e instance of the other party the court may in a manner deemed 

just. very. modify or rescind the order of pexmanent alimony. Here 

again such variaticn. modification or rescision is not manda·tory 

and the discretion f·o.t· doing so vests with the court. 

!rherefore. the use 0.1.. the wo&d ccnduct is not necessarily 

of such a standard as is stipulated under the doctine of sincerity 

as enshrined uneer s. 23 of the Act. It is in tl1is con~xt that the 
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veeralakshmi • s 95 case is to be uneerstood. 'l'he courts have grant 

alimony to a wife who has suffered a decree of divorce due to her 

non cc:mpliance with decree of restitution96• Desertion is not so 

abominable a conduct so as to disentitle a wife for pemanent 

alimony. In RaJender Parkasll ~s Roshni Devi97 the courts held that 

a wife does not become disentitled to ·permanent alimony merely 

because the divorce has been granted on account of her o.m deser

tione ACcording to the Punjab High court the conduct mentioned 
0 

under section 25(1) of the Hindu Marriage ACt is limited to the 

instances of the conduct con~ained under section 25 (3) i.e. 

remarriage, unchaste conduct in the case of the- wife and having 

a voluntary sexual intercourse with any woman outsJ.de wedlock .:ln 

the case of the husband. 'l'hi.e view was not accepted in Umesh Chand 

vs Rameshwari Devi98 by the Rajasthan High court which held that -; --
the expression conduct was not limited to s. 25 alone and her conduct 

should be considered while determining the quantum of the maintenance., 

Even then the Rajasthan High Cou.rt awarded permanent alimony to a 

penon who was the deserter99, who was cruel100
o-

ts., I.bia. 
-96• -Dh:faamsi PremJi vs Bai Shankar KanJi AIR 1968 Guj 

RaJgopalan vs Kamalammal AIR 1982 Mad 187. · 
1501 

97 • AJ:R 1981 Punj 212 
98. AIR 1982 Raj 83 

99. Il:>id. 

100. Jagadish Tulsan vs ManJula Tulsan AIR 1975 Cal 64. 
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Regarding unchaste conduct of the wife, there is a clear 

division of opinion among the different High Courts and JUdges. 

According to the Calcutta High court101 where there is a 

reliable evicence to shew that even while the proceedings are 

going on the wife is leading an unchaste life with the co-respondent, 

in the absence of some special grounds the wife docs not become 

entitled to permanent alimony. The same view was taken by the 

Kerala High court102 which observed that subsequent conduct of the 

wife who has become unchaste can form the basis of cancellaticn 

of an order passed under s. 25 (1), then the finding recorded during 

the. bearing as to the unchastJ.ty of the wife must_ be taken into 

~count in the first instance, otherwise it would lead to veey 

UCQI.lQJ:'OU&I situation namely when a wife is proved to be unchaste 

dur.ing tbe proceedings .remains entitled to maint$lance an_d if she 

bec:cmes unchaste subsequently she becomes debarred from continuing 

to receive maintenance. 'l'he Jammu and Kashmir High court103 in 

agreement with this view has held that a wife is not entitled to 

alimOny if she is found to be unchaste both during or subsequent 

to the proceedings. 

101. Sachindra Nath Vs Eanamala AIR 1960 Cal 575. 

102. RaJagqzalan V~ Rajamma AIR 1967 Ker. 181., 

103• sardarilal Vs Vishano AIR 1970 J & K 150. 
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'l'be other view is that the relief of granting alimony 

ia not dependent either on the merits of the petition or on any 

deeiaion on a particular issue when the marriage is admitted it 

is ~ duty of the affluent spouse to maintain the other104• 

XD ·a case where divorce was granted due to adultery by the wife, 

the C:alcutta High court105 held that the wife was entitled to a 

staxving maintenance which was to be withdrawn when she would have 

an independent source of income. This view was confirmed by the 

aomba:l High court106• 'Ihe Delhi High court107 laid .do..m in a case 

where the wife had conceived and delivered of a child during the 

pendency while she lived separately from the husband· that merely 

because of this reason she cannot forfeit her right of alimony. 

According to the court it is a well settled fact that illicit 

conception by it~lf does not amount to living in adultery, and 

it was open to the husband to prove that the wife was living in 

adultery.. Besides the M. l?. High court108 
II Bomb~ High Court109 

also agreed with this view. 

The contradiction has at last been laid to rest by 

o.. Chinnappa Reddy J in Reynol6 Raj amony Vs Union of Ind1a110 

104. surendra Kumar ASthana vs Kamlesh A.Sthana AIR 1974 All 110. 

lOS. Amar sen Vs shobhana sen AIR 1960 Cal 438. 

106. HarmusJi Kal.apesi vs Dinabai Kalapesi AIR 1955 Bom 413. 

107. Ram Krishna Vs Savitri Al:R 1982 Del 458e 

loa. Hargobind soni vs Ram Dulari AIR 1986 MP 57., 

109. Gulab Jagdusa Vs Kamal Gulab AIR 1985 Bom 88. 

110. A1R 1982 sc 1261 



wherein he observeda 

'!be la~ which grants decree of divorce must secure her 
some measw:e of economic independence. It should be 

so whatever be. the ground for divorce, whether J.t is 

mutual consent, irretri.evable breakdown of the marriage 
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or even the fault of the woman herself111 
e (emphasis added) 

•.rhus as matter stan¢ new, irrespective of the reason for 

divorce and the f~t that the divorce may have been obtained due 

to the fault of the wife, a wife is entitled to receive permanent 

alimony. 

Under section 25 the husband also may claJ.m permanent alimaiy 

from the wives. Ho.Jever. under the present socio-economic ccnditions 

of women J.t is they who claim alimony mostly. 

3. Discretion of the Court 

Regarding the grant of pentanent alimony broad powers vested 

in tbe hmds of the csrurt by way of discretion. 1'be court. has a ·. 

discxetion but i.t has to be used very cautiously and regard to 

the following must be givena . 

1, Respondents inccmc- and other property. 

2. Applicants income and other property 

3~ ·conduct of the parties. 

4. Any other circumstances whiCh to the cc·urt seems 
to be juste 

111. Ibid. 
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While passing a decree for permanent allmony a speaking order is 

to be written which clearly lays down the reasons for arriving 

at the decision. Granting permanent alimony would depend on all 

the facts and ci.rcumstances of the case., 

4. canmencement, Duration and quantum 

The power to pass an order under section 25 of the ACt, 

may be exercised by any court having jurisdiction uncar the ACt 

at the tine of passin~ any decree or at any time subsaquent 

the~to112• Nol:'ltlally, an occasion for grant of permanent alimony 

or maintenance arises only on the dissolution of marriage by a 

decree o£ divorce or when the parties to the marriage are relieved. 

of their duty to cohabit together, although the marriage subsists 

by a decree of judicial separation. 

In a patriarchal form of society there aJ:e almost no 

occasion for oreering alimony to the husband especially in cases 

where the resti tut1on decree has been pas sed. Where the busl:>and 

u the decJ:ee-holder he cannot sw:ely say that his wi£e should not 

Qllly come and live with him but also support him. If the wife. does 

not cbe,r tbe eec.ree he cannot say that the wife should pay him 

maintenance for she may very well ask him the question, by way of .. , . 

xebuttal of his claim, as to why be applied for restrituticn of 

conjugal rights when he did not even have the means to support 

112. Amreek Singh Vs Laldlwinder Kaur 1985 (2) I:MC 143 
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himself not to speak of supporting her or the family which they 
0 

may bringforth as husband and wife. When the wife is the decree 

holder, if the husband canplies with the decree then there is no 

question of paying maintenance and if he does not the wife can 

claim maintenance. 

'l'o every order of maintenance the condition that the main

tenance is to be paid 'while the applicant remains umarried is 

attached to every order for maintenance. In the strict letter of the 

law the applicant must remain chaste and unmarried. When the appli

cant remarries the court has no option or discretion but to rescind 

tba araar of maintenancee 

The aacree of pe.z:manent alimony against the husband does 

·no~ lit&rld extinguished on the death ot the husband and tbe assets 

lee~ behind by the husband can be proceeded against in executico113 e 

Subsequent suit that the estate of the husband standS charged 

can be treated as an application or execution as a ll¥3asure of 

abundant cauticn114• According to ouroev Kaur Vs Channo115 

alimony being in the nature of persc·nal obligatioo, liability ends 

with the death of the other spouse. 

113. Aruna Basu Mallick vs Dorothea Mitra AIR 1983 sc 916 -
114. N andarani MaJ'am~ Vs Indian Air Lines AIR 1981 sc 1201 

115. A~R 1986 Punj 251. 
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While considering the question of the quantum of paynent, 

the High courts of orissa~16 Rajasthan117 have heavily relied on the 

provisions of the Indian Divorce Act and have granted one fifth 

of tbe net income as maintenance. But the Calcutta118, Andhra 

Pl:adesh119 and Baobay120, High courts have held that an analogy 

uom Divorce ACt cannot be drawn in the case of Hindu law it was 

puxely the discretion of the court. 

There is no fixed rule in respect of peJ:rnanent alimony. It 

is only the independ.en t income of the payee which is to be consi- . 

dered. 'l'he help received from the natal fa11ily is not to be con

sidered~ because that kind of help is given on personal basis at 

that persons will. 'I'he husband is under no obligation ··to· provide 
~~L- i 

the wife with money which is meant to enable the wife to equp 

herself with a calling or to provide expenses for other pw:;oses121 .. 

The l/3J:d of the income rule is a mexe thumb rule ana is inappli-
~ 

cable in all the cases. The net income of each party depends upoo · 

the facts of each case and the judges are required ·tv use their 

judicial wisdom. 

116. Prasanna Kumar Patra Vs Su.reshwari Patrani AIR 1969 Ori 12e 

117. Mukan Kanw5 Vs Ajjetchand AIR 1958 Raj 322. 

118. Pratima Bose vs Kamal Kumar· Bose 68 CWN 316. 

119. Katla Raghavulu vs Katla Bharatamna ILR 1975 M' 799 

120. Dinesh Gijubhai !;1ehta Vs Usha Dinesh Mehta AIR 1979 Born 173, 

121. subramanram vs M,G, sare.swati AIR 1964 Mys 38. 
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C. ljaintEJnance under Hindu Adoptions And Maintenance ACt, 1956 

Compared with the Provisions under Hindu Marria5l§! ACt, 1955 •. 

A substantive right of maintenance is conferred by SeCtion 

18 of the Hindu Adop~ons And Maintenance ACt, 1956. Under Section 

4 of this Act it is laid dam that any other law inforce ·immediately 

before the comnencement of this ACt -stands repealed to the extent 

of its inccasistency with this Act. However section 18 of the 

Hindu Ad.:..ptions ~d Maintenance Act (hereinafter referred to as 

HAMA) does not repeal the provisions under Hindu Marriage ACt 

(hereinafter refer.z:ed to as HMA). Section 2.5 of HMA confers a 

special rigi1t upon an indigent spouse. to claim maintenan01'3 from 

the affluent s~ouse. However under Section 18 Of l-lAMA confers an 

absolute legal right. 

section 25 of HMA proviaes for payment of main teuance even 

after the dissolution of marriage and therefore is wider in scope 
Ill\~)' 

than HAMA. so under H.I{MA an unchaste Hindu wife for.feit: her right 
" 

of maintenance \'lhich J.s ~ necessarily the case under s.1S of HAMA. 

uncer HMA it is not obligatory to grant maintenance but 

under MAMA it is ob&igatory to grant maintenance. A wife, whose 

suit for maintenance is pending under HAMA can claim maintenance 

pendente lite under HMA as both the clcdms are separate122• ·The 

claim under HMA is not controlled by HAMA and without filling a 

suit under HAMA a claim can be filed under HMA123• 

122. A. Simhachalam Vs A. Papanna AIR 1973 AP 31. 

123. Leelo vs Manohar 1\IR 1973 AJ? 31, seetaram vs Phjl~ Al:R 
I"~ Raj 3131 N athulal Vs Mana Oevl AIR "'I97l Ra oa. 
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In K, Kunhikanna vs N, v. Maly124 it was Opined that 

section 25 HMA is a mere statement of law -that applies to the 

parties to a marriage and has been applied even before the passing 

of HMA. No support_ in this matter can be derived from section 18 

.HAMA. section 18 HAMA 1956 deals with the ric;ht of a Hindu wife 

to separate maintenance and residence which she forfeits on 

becoming unchaste or on being converted to another religion. The 

Object of HAMA and HMA are quite aifferent. It was observed 

•we can conceive of a case where an order for judicial 

separation ~as a oresult of a single act of inficelity 

on the part of the wife thereafter there was nothing 

against her conduct. It is possible for us to assume 

that section 25 of H.indu··Marriage Act was not intended 

to benefit such a person? we do not; think 30. The 
abject of section 25 of Hindu Marriage Act is t;.o provide 

for maintenance even after the dissolution was clear. In 

those circumstances section 25 of the Hindu Marriage Act 

is wioer in sco,pe and ambit than section 18 of Hindu 

Adoptions And Maintenance Act. Further it is not obligatoey 

under Hindu Marriage Act to grant maintenance as is requi.z:ed 

under section 23 of Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act. 

AD unchaste wife will forfeit her separate residence and 
maintenance granted under that enactment bu~- this dces 

not ;;uean that interpretation of section 25 of Hindu 

K~.tage /let is to be res.trici:ed for those oases where the 

wife is not guilty of adultery-12.5. 

124. AIR 1978 Ker 273. 

125. Ibid. 
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D. ~ltfl'ENNJC§ ugc:er sect~on 125 of Cooe of Criminal P~dup
A SUiliDary PJOSedure. 

under sect1c:o t25 of the code of Criminal Procedure 1973 

cormsponding to section 486 of the code of Criminal Procedure 

1898• maintenaace can be granted to an 1ncigent wife who does not 

have suf£J.c1ent means to maintain herself. It lias been laid dcwn 

1n sav1tr.1 vs Gov:f.nd s.tnoo126 that this provisicn is intend\..:d to 

provic:b for a preventive remedy tor securing pa,yment of maintenance 

which can be granted quickly and in deserviny cases witn effect 

from the date of tbe application itself. '.l'hG rate· of mmntencmca 

t.hs cen be awarded is also limited even thoush under th~ law 

govaming the parties a c~tent Civil court was granted a larger 

._ iJs ar.proprJ.at.e cases. No husbanG can claim absclution from his 

obUv&Uon un~ section 125 tuwards a divorced '-'life except .on 

pzoaf of p~nt. of a sum stipulated b~ custcmary or personal laar 

whose quantum is mom or less suf~icient to ao duty tor maintenance 

&llowenca127• 'lhe provision un~.er 125 J.s a secular safeguud against 

the outrage o£ the jetsan women and floatscm children128 and this 

1s tne moral edict of law ana morality cannot be clubbed w1tb 

nUgiez112g. 'l'be ~dy is irrespective of other remedies availabl.~ 

under the personal laws or any othe~ statute130. 

126. A::tR 1986 SC 984. 

l27e Sa.f. 'l'ahi.ra ~ Al.f. HUSsain !'issali Chothia JUR l.979 SC 362 

122. Fc:.elunbi vs K. l(haeezo vgy J.ZR 1980 sc 1730 

129• Moh!iJm!d Al'p3~ Khan Vs ~hab Bano Be9 AIR 1985 SC 945 

130. D. Chanchia vs 1..-.angai!JlH! 1969 cr LJ 684. 
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lD Ramesh Chegora Kayshal Vs Veega Kaushallll the Suprerre 

ccuxt abse~ that section 125 cr P.c. 1978 is a measure of 

social justice and $pec:ially enacted to protect wc;raen and children. 

Yb8 bEOOCiing ~sence of constitution empathy for weaJ\.er sections 

l..tlt8 wcmen aDd chilcren must improve interpretatlcn if it· hafi to 

b&!\fe aocial relevance. ~ection 125 of the coae has been enacted with 

~ object of en~ling discarded wives. helpless and C!eserte<i 

children aod destitute parents to secure the much neeeeo reli12f. 

lt is a preventive measure sarvL"'lg a special pUrpose the idea 

Deitl9 that tile wife, child c.r pa.renta should. not be left so 

helpless as t.o be forced to contl-;.it some. crime. under this section 

sunmary action to pnven~ O.St.itution enc starv.aticn can be taken • 

.In fact it is an expz:ession of the funtiamental anci natural duty of 

man to maintain his wife, chilc.z:en .. and parents132 • 

Proving of a v~id marriaae. whetl"1er past or present 1s 

en ~solute nece$s.ity under this section. ~vife means a legall.ly 

married wife. A wife who is of the status of a concubine or . 

one whose marriage is null and void cannot claim ma-intenarx:e133. 

'l'be standard of proof ot the marriage re~:lUU'ed unoer sec:Uon 

125 is not very high anc1 it need not be pr~ heyCGd J:eascilable 
\ 

aoubts134 \ 

-------------------------131e AIR 1978 SC 1807. 
132. Preeti pewa vs Laxmidhe;: 1985 C% LJ 11li4. 

', 
133. 
134. 

'· 

' \\ 
. \ 
'\. 

'\ 
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'.rhis provision can be invoked if the affluent husband 

or fathE!r or putative father or an off spring neglects to maintain 

the wife. children or parents135• such neglect m~ be expressed or 

implied and is to be inferred from the conduct of the person 

charged with such negligence. Cruelty may be a ground for the wife's 

refusal to stay with the husband and in such an event the husband 

has to maintain the wife and the refusal to do so would anount to 

neglect or refusal136• The circumstances in which this refusal to 

maintain a neglect depends upon cannot be described in a straight 

jaclcet but the a,wlicant must prove the neglec-t or refusal to 

maintain by the opposite p~. It is only on such proof of neglect 

or refusal to maintain can maintenance under this section be gran

ted137. In Shukla Mukherjee Vs Ambarendu MukherJee138 the wife 

alleged that the husband had beaten her with shoes. 'I' his went 

unchallenged as the husband did not exan,ine himself. It was hc:Mever 

recorded in the G.D. Entxy of the Police. 'l'he High court held that 

the wi£e was entitled to get maintenance. 

Maintenance under Section 125 is not granted if the wife 

ll~s SE!parately on mutual consent. But if the wife is able to 

show that she is living apart on just grounds theri maintenance may 

be granted. The former is before passing the order and the latter 

after passing the order139• 

135. ViJ aya Manohar Vs I<ashirao Raj aram I (1987 )IMC 382. 

136. LOChan l<.esaven Vs Puni· I<esaven (1973) 1 cut WR 37. 

- 137. RajbahadUJi' Vs ~ II (1984) DMC 41 

138. 1986 Cr~ L. J. 891. 

. ·~ 
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An unchaste wife who is living in adultery is not entitled 

to maintenance. A wife who lives away from her husband without any 

sufficient reason .is also not entitled to maintenance. Where the 

marriage itself is null and void the person can not claim main-

tenance. 

In Chandrabhan Singh Vs Kastur~.l4o the wife admitted 

before the court that she survived through m~doori. The husband 

argued that the wife c<.-uld maintain herself through independent 

income. Rejecting this argument the court held that one need not . 

be reduced to begging before. claiming maintenance •. 

The quantum of maintenance under thi·s section cannot 

exceed rupees five hundred for each one of the c1a1mants141 
e 

In the matter of fiXing the quantum of maintenance the needs and 

the requirement of the claimants for a moderate living, the earning 

of the person for whom the maintenance is claimed, his capacity to 

eam and his canmitments are all relevant factors. separate income 

and means of the wife may be considered142 • 

Fa.ilure to corQPly with the order of maintenance without 

sufficient cause may lead to the .issuance of warrant for recove.cy 

of. the money due and may also sentence her for · impr.:Lsonment for a 

month for each month of default143" 

140. II (1984) DMC.355. 

141. Capt Ranesb Kaushal Vs Veena l<aushal_ AIR 1978 SC 1807 e 

142. Bbagw§!!l Dutta Vs Kamala Devi AJ:R 1975 sc 83 .. 

143. K.R, Chowda vs state of Bombay AIR 1958 Ban 99. 
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E. AD M6lxsis of Maintenance cases Between 1914-1990. 

An an attenpt to analyse the maintenance cases, cases 

were collected from the All India Reporter only. only this joumal 
. 

is used as it has a continuous publication since 1914. Though 

maintenance may be claimed under the Hindu Adoptions And Main

tenance ACt and also the coda of criminal Procedure, for the 

purpose of analysis only the cases under section 24 and 25. c¢ 

Hindu Marriage Act have been taken. Prior to 1955, upto 1954 main

tenance cases uncsr Hindu law alone are noted •. This is because· 

the purview of tllis work .is the Hindu Marriage Act alone. 

1. 1914 to 1954. 

A total number of 51 cases have .been there under Hi11du 

lat wheJ:eas 229 cases were there under the Code of Criminal 

Procedure 1898. All the cases arc: at the appelll.ate stage. It w~ 

seen thata 

.1'able - 1 

Number of maintenance cases between 1914-1954 

·Total number of ~li;~llants Decisions In favour of 

Case& Male Female Decreed Decli- Others Male Female Ncoe 
ned 

51 22 29 32 17 2 ·18 30 3 
43% 57% 63% 33" 4% 35% 59% 6% 
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:tt may be seen that women are the greater number of 

appellants in maintenance cases. The trend of the decision making 

is inclined towards granting of maintenance which is naturally in 

favour: .af women. It must also be- noted that during this period 

there have been more maintenance cases than divorce cases under 

the Hindu lew. It appears from the data that all the female 
u 

appellants have succeeded .in theJ.r appeal. 

Of the fifty one cases only in 5 cases the persons were 

with children and salaey of the paying SI;ouse was mentioned in a 

few cases1 which varied from very rich1 rich, Zamindar, g6vt 

employee etc. The anount of maintenance granted '!.'11as mentioned in 

four cases. 'l.'here was one case wnerein Rs. 300/- per annum was 

awa.rOe¢1. in anc'ther S:s. 80/- per mcnth was granted.. Besioos in (;ne 

case Rs;. 20/- per month and in the other Rs. 30/- per month was 

allowed. 

~here has been a rise in the maintenance cases right from 

1914 mwa.rds. The rise may not be recorded on every year but as 

~-.graph shows, the general tendency of t;.he graph is on t.htl rise. 

The rise can be noted in every decade. Between 1914 and 1924 there 

have been only seven cases of maintenance. 'l'he period 1924-34 has 

xecoraed 17 cases which is a rise of ab9ut 243%. Between the year 

1934 and 1944 the number of cases were anly 12, that is, there 

is a aecline of about "10. 5&/u from tr1e previous decade and and a 

rise of about 171.42% from the 1914-24 decace which is· also the 

base decade. 'l'he 1944 to 1954 decade recorded 15 cases .. He.z:e, there 

is a rise of abOut 12~ from the previous decade but a rise of 

aboot 214.28".<. frcem the base decade. ·lherefore it can dt::finitely 
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be stated that the maintenance cases are also on the rise. 

2. The Psriod Between 1955 to 1990 

The picture between the last two score years and the 

present three decade and six years are not very different. The 

rising trend that was noticed in the early fifties have not d.roppede 

Between 1955 to 1990 a continuous rise in the number of cases 

can be seen. Both in the divorce cases and as well as in the 

maintenance cases it has been noticed that a significant rise 

begs to be registered after 1976 and the up-l'lard climb reached 

it•·.~ak in the late e.ightees. The year 1987 has sho\·m the maximum 

n't.lJd:)e.r of rise. If could be an end of the dec ada phenanenon. The 

data of every tenth year shows an affinity. It is really not clear 

why there was a sudden rise in the litigations in that year. Hwev,er 

there is a definite rise in litigations after the amendment of 

1976. which liberalised the marriage laws to a large extent. 

" 
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Table 2 1 Maintenance cases between 195.5-1990 

Sl. Year No. sl. Year No. sl. Year No. sl. Year No. sl. Year No. 

1. 1955 3 9. 1963 a 17. 1971 3 25. 1979 5 33. 1987 16 
« . 

2. 1956 1 10. 1964 4 18. 1972 6 26. 1980 7 34. 1988 7 

3. 1957 5 c 11;. 19.65 3 19. 1973 6 27. 1981 9 35. 1989 12 

4. 1958 3 12• 1966 1 20. 1974 2 28. 1982 g 36. 1990 4 

5. 1959 6 13. 1967 4 21. 1975 5 29. 1983 14 

6. 1960 6 14. 1968 s 22. 1976 4 30. 1984 10 Total 112 case . 
7. 1961 4 15. 1969 5 23., 1977 6 31. 1985 13 

a. 1962 6 16. 1970 4 24. 1978 3 32. 1986 3 
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Rega.rding the appellants, decisions- of the cases and the 

person whom it favoured it was seen thata 

Table • 3 

The trend of the maintenance cases 

Total 
Cases 

Appellants Decision In favour of 
Male Female Decreed Declined 6tbers Male Female Nona 

212 134 

63'~ 

77 

3~ 

.154 

73% 

44 

21% 

13 

6% 
42 156 

20% 74% 

unlike the 1914-1954 p~riod where there were more female 

appellants than male, the period between 1955-1990 shOIQT:J that 

there were more mql.e appellants during this period than women. 

13 
6% 

A person goes in appeal only when case fails in the lower 

court. In the period b'iittw~en 1914-1954 it is reflected that more 

claim of maintenance by the women failed at the lower court and 

because of this reason they hact to approach the appellate court. 

Significantly in .32 cases maintenance was awarded to women whereas 

there were only ·29 women appellants. Which means the appeal of at 

least thwe men out of the twenty two failed in appeal and the 

decision went in favour of women. 

DUring the years 1955-1990, more men (63%) ccae in ~peal 

to the appellate court than women (36%}. Which shows the lower 

couz:ta have decided in favour of women and declined the suit of 

meD. In appeal, as against 36% wo100n appellants, 7~" decisions 

havf;t. ~one in their favour, in other words all the 3&~ wcmen have 

succeed$d in appeal and in adell tion another 59'»" nan out of the 

total men appellants of 63% Aost their case because 74% cases are 

Cec:reed in favour of women. 
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Of the 211 cases. in only 29 cases the existence· of 

children was mentioned. The salary of the payer was mentioned in 

nine case only. The amount that was awarded to the payee was 

mentioned in 109 cases only. The amount granted varies. 

Table -4 

Amount of m~in tenance awarded 

Total Rs. o
J§.100 

1955-
1990 

34 

31% 

Rs.lOo- Rs. 20~ lls.300. 
Rs. 200 Rs. 300. Ps. 400 

21 21 4 

Rs. 40o- Rs. 500+ Lumpsum 
B.s. 500 

7 

6% 

12 

11% 

9 

8% 

'l'be maximum number of cases (34=31%) is in the maintenance 

group of Rs. 100 or belcx.r. In the maintenance group of Rs. 100/- -

t:. :200/• and as. 200/- - Rl!. 300/- there were 2l.a19% cases each. 

The m~tenance group of Rs. 300/- - is. 400/- thew were only . . .,_. 
· ... 

····' . 
.... f;iasea and in the group of Rs. 40o-Rs.500/- there were 7 (6%) .. ; ·. 

cases. In the maintenance group . of Rs. 500/- and above there were 

12 (11%) cases. The incidents of awarding 1umpsum amount were only 

in 9(8%) cases. i'he amount of payment of lurrpsum also varies. 

In one case Rs. 77000/- (Rs. 35000/- maintenance allowance + Rs. 4200/-

interest thereof) was awarded. This is perhaps one of the highest 

payments. other luupsum payments include Rs. 4500/-. Es. 3000/-, 

Rs. 9000/- etc. It is only in the 19SO that the system of granting 

lunpsum amount at a time as alimony is gaining credence. It is 
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of ccurae a better trend as it helps in planning the futu.te and 

also avoids massy litigations when the paying spouse defaults 

payrtfiimts. 

l. 'I'be Period betweeq 1984-1992 

Xhis is a periOd which ~ives a current picture. It is 

al$o J.ut:>ortant because tne data at the sub divisicnal·level is 

collected for this period only. In view of this it is important 

t:hat. t.his period be analysed s,E:ecifically. 

,_ .. -_ 

~otal 
cases 
(1984-
1990 

~cble - 5 

1'&-end between 1984-1990 

Appellants Deciaicoa In favour of 

Male Female Decned Declined other-s Mcle Female None 

43 21 48 

74% 

12 

18% 

4 

lS% 74% 6% 

There nave been 64 cases durin9 this perioC. There have 
~ 

been 43 (6$.} male ap,~;ellants and 21 (32%} female aJ;pelmts. ~·his · 

ccnfirrr.s the t%end Of 1955-1990 period where there · a::e more male 

ar:pellants than female appellant.a. In majorit¥ (7-) of the 

cases maintenance was decxeed. . In 18% cases maintenance was denied. 

75% of the decision went in f avc.;ur of w<.>rnen and 18% in favour of 

u 
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Notably. tbeze were 48 (74%) decisions in favour of wanen 
• 0 

~antS and 1n 48 (74%) cases maintenance was decreed. In 
- -~~:-:.-::!',. 

o~>woJ:ds aU the women appellants succeeded in appeal. Similarly, · 

~re were 19'.4 in favour of. men appellants, 19%. cases mai:tttenance 

was declined. '.Chat is all the men did not · faH - ,._ in their 

appeal. Of the 43 men appellants only 12 men succeeded. 

Thus there is an unmistakable trend in favour of worren., 

especially since this group is socio-economically most insecure. 

Her vulnerable position finds 
0 

a judicial recognition . as' 'is reflec

ted in the trend of the decision making. 

Of these 64 cases. in 38 cases. the amount granted to 

the payee &pO\.tse .~s available. 

Table • 6 

Amount of maintenapce granted (1984.1990) 

Total Rs. o- Rs.lOO. &s. 200. .Rs.300. Rs.40o- Bs.SOO+ Lumpsum 

38 

Rs.lO 0 R::. 200 Rs. 3 00 Sti. 400 il. SOO 

4 

11% 

12 

32% 

7 

18% 

2 

5% 

2 10 

2~ 

1 

The largest n'IJ!Ilber of cases are within the catego.ry of 

lise 100/- to Bs. 200/• maintenance focllowed by 10 .cases (2&") in 

t.he Rs. 500 + maintenance category. In the maintenance group of 

Rse 200/• to Rs. 300/- thexe are 7 (18%) cases. '!'here were 2 (SO"} 

each in the category of Rs. 300/- to as. 400/- and Rs. 400/- to 

tie 500/-. 
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AWarding of such meagn sum also reflects· the .inoapacity 

of the paying spouse to pay. It is a very deplorable situation 

when the women have to survive en an allo.rance· thatcan hardly 

keep their body and soul together. 
" 

One often hears vociferous contempt regarding wbmen who 

have been receiving maintenance· payments and have also indulged 

in the trade of claaenstine p~o~itution. Xhe pqying spouse comments 

that he cannot prove it and obviously the court cannot ·take a 

suo moto cognisance of the situation. But the obvious question is 

whether the amount of maintenance tabulated above, is in fact, 

sufficient for the women to live· a life c;>f a decent humen being. 

Though the dbject of all the provisions of maintenance 

under any lav is to help the indigent spouse to survive and support 
0 

oneself the obvious question that should be asked is whether the 

qbject is being fulfilled in _letter and spirit of the law. 

F. A suvvey Of The Maintenance cases ! In. The court Of 

SUb-Divisional Jud!cial Magistrate At SiliQY!l 

sub divisional Town. 

'l'he foregoing analysis is based en the cases under Hindu 

18# between 1914 to 1954 and cases uncer Hindu Marriage Act between 

· 1955 to 1959. The analysis does not iriclude my cases under any 

other law. However 1 t was fO\lnd that during the period 1914 to 

1~$4 mon cases were re<:orded llllder the criminal- Procedure Code 

~8~ During the decade ending 1965, therfi were 47 cases unoer. 
' . : . . . -: ~ -

,_~Harnage Act and 82 cases unoer the code of Criminal Procedure. 
• .. .' . 
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During the oecaee ending 1975 there were 40 cases unaer Hindu 

law (Hindu Marriage .Act) and 62 cases under the code of Criminal 

Procedure. Therefore it will be seen that at one time cases under 

Criminal JUrisdiction out c\llli.)ered the cases under Matrimonial 

jurisdiction. However w1 th the publication o.t case lew reporter 

8G4 law journals 1n e~ speci.a.U.sed branch. of la.T the reporting 

of maintenance cases under criminal jurisdiction have graduAlly 

declined. 

People prefer to obtain maintenance under the Hindu 

Marriage Act as the provisions of maintenance under the 11et is 

wider· in scope than that mder the Hindu Adoptions and maintenance 

ACt and also the provision under the Code of Criminal Procedureo 

The court of the sub divisional Magistrate is a court of 

original jurisdiction for maintenance suits under the code of 

Cr:lminal Procedure. In view of the inportance of the ceses under 

~.c:M;;~~ 
-:W~~~:~~~-::··.~-
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At this level the pic~ure is rather shaby. 

Table- 7 

Maintenance Cases at Sub Divisional level 

sl. rear Total Ma.le Female Not Non 
cases Traced Hindu 

1. 1984 7 ® 6 - 1 

2. 1985 18 0 12 3 2 

-~,, 
~ :-:_ 

"1986 23 0 17 2 2 .... _,. 1~87 39 0 32 6 1 

5.7l:~~;~fi~e~ 30 0 21 8 -
'· '1989 30 0 

.,. 1990 13 0 

7Yr . 160 0 

27 

9 

124 

76% 

3 

1 

23 

1~"' 

-
3 

g 
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Others 

-
-
2 

-
2 

-
-
4 
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Xhere were a total 160 cases in the record of the court .. 

'I'wenty three cases cculd not be traced. Which also included those 

whJ.ch have gone in appeal. Nine (6"/o) cases ~rere of non Hindu 

parties. They could not be included here as the ambit of this 

work is only the Hindus. Four (3%) cases were in different stages 

and not for the purpose ot this work. Xhus, there were only 124 cases 

with which to proceed. ~1 the petitioners in the suits were women. 

That is there were 124 wcrren petitioners and no male petitioners. 

Regarding the trends in the decision maldng it .w.as seen 

that of 124 cases, 39 cases (31% ) c;_ases were decreed for main

tenance and all weJ:e in favour of women. In a single case (1%) 

the decision went against the woman and maintenance t'las declined • 
... 

About 45 cases (3&~ ) which is more than the cases decreed, were 

dropped for various reasons viZ. (1) default (2) ncn prosecution 

(3) compromise etc. such dropping ol: proceedings is a phenomenon 

which is observed in the lower courts of this region. 4 cases 

(3%) were rejected for defective pet.iticns and 39 (31%) ca-~s 

were still pending. 

The amount of maintenance -granted in all the 39 cases · 

are available. 

:tn 20 (51%) cases Rs. 200/- to Rs. 300/- were awarded_ as 
0 

maintenance foll<Ao~ed by 10 (26%) cases where Rs. 100/- to ~ 200/-

was awarded as u:~aintenance. '!'his is in keepin~ with the trend 

·found under the Hindu Ha.rriage Act and unfortunately awarding 

sue-.'1-1 rreagre amount hardly solves the plight of the woman. 



Table - 8 1 Trend in decision m~dng at the sub-divisional level 

sl. Year 

1. 1984 

2o 1985 

3. 1986 

4. 1987 

s. 1988 

6. 1989 

.7. 1990 

___ _..--------

\ 

'I'otal Decreed .Ceclined Dropped 

6 

12 

17 

32 

21 

27 

9 

124 

2 

6 

5 

16 

8 

2 

0 

39 

31% 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1% 

for 
default 

1 

0 

·7 

8 

4 

4 

0 

24 

19% 

Dropped for. Dropped on 
non-prosecu- compromise 
tion 

1 

1 

2 

3 

1 

0 

0 

a 
6% 

c 

1 

2 

2 

1 

0 

3 

0 

9 

7% 

R§jected 
petition 

1 ,, 

2 

1 

0 

' 0 

0 

0 

4 

3% 
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Pending 

0 

1 

0 

4 

7 

18 

9 

39 

31% 

---------------- ---------------------------------------------
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Table - 9 a Maintenance amount at the sub-divisional level 
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P~ II .,. CUS'.l'ODY AND SINGLE PARENTING OF CHILDREN. 

Perhpas the real bitterness between the spouses begins 

after divorce as the questions of the survival of the indigent 

spouse through alimony or maintenance, custody of children and 

settlement of property etc begin to arise. 

374 

The prOblem of custody involves an innocent third dimension

the children1 who are bewildered, hurt and agonise over the fight 

~tween their parents and through them the respective f amilie~ ~-

the paren·ts may be having. 

_Law is acutely aware of the problem and laws regarding -

cuatody have been laid down. The norms laid dONn regarding custody 

may be perfect so far as the legal point of vi~w is concerned 

but single parenting is beyond the purview of law, it is an 

individual problem and both custody and single parenting are an 

emotional problem for the child. 

A. CUS'l'ODY OF CHILDREN146 

The question of custOdy· arises when (1) one of the parents 

are dead and (2) when the marital relationship is disrupted. The 

provision regard~ng custody of children under the Hindu marriage 

146. section 26. Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

In any proceeding under ~is Act, the_ court may, from time to 
time pass such iriterim orders and make such provisions in the 
decree as it may deem just and proper with respect to the 
custody, maintenance and education of minor children, consis
~ntly with their wishes, wherever po~sible, and may, after 
the decree, upon application by petition for the purpose, 
make from time to time, all such orders and proyisions \li'ith 
respect to the custody, maintenance and education of such 
children as might have been made by such decree or interim 
orders in case the proceeding for obtaining such decree were 
still pending, and the court may, also from time to time 
revo~, suspend or vary any such orders and provisions 
previously made. 

<) 
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ACt is clearl.Y restricted to the latter situation147 and it 

vests a wide discretion with the court regarding custody, education 

and maintenance of minor children. Needless to emphasise that the 
·~. ·' 

ambit of the provision covers minor children only. 

In making an order regarding the custody of a child, the 

welfare of the chil,dren are a paranount consideration148• The 

fathers fitness cannot over~ide the consideration of the welfare 

of the child. The court cannot pass a mechanical order. In Tazun 

Ranjan Majumdar vs Siddhartha Datta149 the Calcutta High .. court 

observed that a 

u •••••••• the legal guardian cannot claim ari order of return 

or recovery merely on the strength of his legal rights ·and 

by parading hi'S financial or other capacity to provide a 

.welfare custody, unless the court forms a definite opinion 

that even though its welfare is reasonably looked after. 

such order of return would be for its better or further 

welfare". 

147 .• Ibid •. The opening words, of the section are "In any procee
ding under this Act •••••" 

148. V!vek Vs Renuldl I (1986) DMC 287, Rajendra Kumar Vs !:!!h!··II 
(1985) DMC 423, Anusua Devi Vs T.B. Rakshe .II (1985) DMC 60; 
Debi Prasad vs e.gndhya Devi P.IR 1985 Gau 95, veena Kapoor 
vs N.h Kapoor AIR 1M2 sc 792; Nirmala Jain vs state 
.LDelhi ·AIR 1983 Del 120; Rosy Jacob Chakaramakkal Vs 

JacOb A Chakcmanakkal AIR 1973 sc 2090. · 

149. I(1991) D~~ 14. 
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Elaborating further it was observed that if a person has the 

custody of the minor wit.r,out a legal right to such custody~ the 

same should not be changed or al~rad without compelling reasons 

Quoting Lo.td Mac Dermott in the House of Lord in J Vs c, 
. - -

(1969) I All, E, R 788 at 824 the court remarked ueven though 
~ 

some of the authorities convey the impression that the upset 

caused to a child by change of custody is transient· and a matter 

of small importance, a growing- experience. has shewn. it is not always 

so and that serious harm even to young childreri may~ on· occasion 

be caused by such a change. 

A child of tender age not only needs the basic requixe

ments of· food and shelter, but for proper growth he requires love 

affection and tender care to satisfy his emotional needs because 

in those delicate ye~s of childhood his emotional and psycholo

gical approach tOilrards life has to :be matured150• Conjugal tribu

lations shatter the complicat~d growing up precess of the child. 

Though the courts have been vested with a wide ddlscretion and 

broad powers where custody of children are concemed yet proper 

justice ~ these matters is not always done. The parties come to 

the courts for modification, variation of the order of the court 

regarding the custody of children151• 

150• AY!Sha Bhatia Vs Vij ay R. Bhatia, AIR 1988 Del 149 

151• Ibid and also supra note 148. see also Paras Diwan, Famil¥ 
· · Law·; Law of Marri~Md Divorce In India p. 286 sterling 

.. -~lishers Private Ltd "11983). '" " 
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CUStody in a wider sense means the right of guardianship 

and in narrow sense includes only the right of care and control 

of the person of the infant. In the former it tDcludes the power 

to control education, choice of religion, maintenance, administra

tion of the property of the minor child and consent to the marriage. 

If one goes a step further it also incluces po.,rer to apply to the 

court to exercise its powers as parents patriae. In the narrow 

sense it is the power of physical control and the po.'ler Of control 

and care. 

,..--

Thus the court has limited options before itz 

1. To vest the tight of guardianship and care and control 

in one parent. 

2. To make split orders by giving guardinaship. to one 

parent and care and control to the other 

3,. Give guardianship to both the parent and care and 

control to one parent~ • 

4., Give care ~d control to a third party. apd 

guardianship to one parent. 

. : .),\:~:~P;:~~~~;y~it\:.w:·:~e. first instance the chile suffers the pain of 

· s~~~Uon from the other parent but there is no disharmony in 

·its upringing:. The second case is very dangerous because the 

parents may always tend to disagree with each other an everything , 

due to their estrangement. This has a very grave effect on the 

child which may in frustration seek solace elsewhere like in 

pezversion, drugs, delinquency etc. The third option is· possible 

only when the parents are likely 17.0 c.Poperate with each other 

regarding the interest of the child and its welfare. However, 
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this will be disastrcus for the child if his/her parents have 

only agreed to disagree with each other. In such -cases the child 

will be the victini of tugging by zealously jealous parents who 

fight with the bellicosity of relentless combatants152 • The last 

situation is when one of the parent have no interest in the child 

and the other is incapable of providing with the care and control. 

Here the child is likely to develop a complex of Leing an unwanted 

child and in loneliness develops habits likt:: cleptornani~ 

nymphomania etc. 

Generally, the word custody indicates only care and control, 

and .QO~: gu~di an8hip. The guardianship remains with the father as .. ..,_,_··,·· .. · .. 
. · ~ .. '. 

he is the natural guardian of the child. The Allahabi::d High 

Court153 • has observed that there is an appreciable oifference 

between custody and guardianship is the more corrprehensive and 

plausible right than the right of custody. If the father is 

deprived of the guardianship of the children he ceases to have 

any right to move the court regarding his child. under -·the section 

6 of the Hindu Minority And Guardianship Act, 1956, it is clearly 

stipulated that the natural guardiBn of a Hindu minor, in respect 

of the minors person as well as in respect of t~ minors property 
' 

(emphasis added) is the father and after him the mother. Therefore 

the courts can under no circumstances deprive the father of his 

guardianship of the child. However the courts may vest sin.ilar 

15:2.. Supl"a. ,ote 14g, 

153. Mhd l<haled vs zeenat Parveen AIR 1988 All 252 -.-

0 
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rights with the mother simultaneously with the father as well. 

In other \"lOrds while the court has no power to take c:May the right 

£rom one parent namely the father, it has the po~-ver to add to the 

rights of the other parent namely the mother154• 

when the father continues to have the guardianship and 

only the custody of the person of the minor is given to the mother• 

the father can always move the courts in order to recover the 

cus-tody of the person of the minor. But here the mandatory stipu

lation is that he must prove that the circumstances justify such a 

retum. such custody cannot be _claimed by the father as a matter 

of legal right. 

when the custody of the child is given to the mother, -
" 

normally she gets the rights of care and control over the person 

of the minor chil<.l. However the courts have begun a new line of 

155 thought. In Mukesh Vs Deonarayan , the ·mother of a minor boy, 

whose ·personal custody rested \'lith the mother and his father was 

alive so naturally guardiansr.lip vested with the father, entered 

into a ccntract for purchase of land, on behalf of the minor. 1'he 

vendor refused to execute the sale deed on -che ground that as the 

father of the minor w~ alive the mother was not the guardian of 

the minor and therefore she could not enter into any such transac-
o 

tion on behalf of the minor. Xhe mother sued the vendor for specific 

154. M~ Vs Deonaray;B.!! AIR 1987 M.P. 85 

155. Ibid. 
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performance of the contract. On the facts of the case it was 

proved that the father did not maintain a cordial relationship 

with the child. The court held that under section 4 (b) of the 

Hindu Minority of and Guardianship .ACt, 1956, a guardian is 

def-in€d as a 

A person having the care of the person of a minor or of 

his property or of both his person and property, and includes 

i) a natural guardian, 

ii) a guardian appointed by the will of the minors 
father and mother, 

iii) a guardian appointed or declared by the court, 

iv} a person errpowered to act as such by or under any 
enactment relating to any court of ward~, 

v) natural guardianship means any of the guaroians 
mentioned in section 6. 

0 

Therefore, the definition of guardianship is aill inclusive 

one and there is no reason why a person who is a de£ acto guardian 

of the minor should not be included within the meaning of guardian

ship under Section 4(b) of the Hindu Minority And Guardianship 

Act. This means, the mother who has the custody and thereby the 

power of care and control of the minor is a de facto guardian of 

the minor and she can be vested with the guardianship of the minor. 

As a result of this decision, when the mother gains the 
. 

custody of the perscn of the minor she will also guin its guardian-

::;hip ~less otherwise provided by the court. If the court l.'lants to 

keep the real welfare of too child as the paramount consideration, ..... -

then as a first step towa.rOs achieving the sane section 6 of the 

Hindu Minor! ty and Guardianship Act must be anended. In the 
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upbringing of a child both the parents should have an equal say 

during couerture. Any step taken in furtherance of the minors 

interest must be lTtUtual. It is wrong there£ ore 6 to make tbe 

father the natural guardian of the minor on the primary basis·· 

only to be succeeded by the mother in his absence. However in 

custodial matters the parent who has the custody of the ;erson of 
0 

the minor must also enjoy its guardianship. rn this manner split 

orders can be avoided and the welfare of the minor bett~er ensured. 

such a situation will ·help in smooth upbringing· of the child. To 
. 156 

this extent Hukesh vs Deonarayan is a right ste.P in the right 

direction. 

under certain circumstances the C1..J\lrt is knCMn to have put 

the child in a boarding school or ~rri th a third r-'erson and d.i.rected 

either or both the parents ·co 'bear the cost de:,.)ending on t.~eir 

ti . diti 157 respec ve econonu.c con ons • 

Decisions regarding custcd.y are taken after consulting· the 

chil.o and ascertaining his wishes while keeping 1n view the 

we.J:,fare o£ the child as the paramount ccnsideration. The courts 

hesitate to decide against the wishes oi the child more so if the 

child is old enough to make a choice or shcr..rs a maturity beyond 

156. Ibid. 

157. Rosy Jacob vs Jacob A. Chakaramakkal. · AIR 1973 sc 2090. 
The . sec end child Maya (Hary) was to be kept in .~. ~.carding 
and her expenses were to be equally shared by the parents. 
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his years. However in n·.ost of · ~ cases. at the tiir.e ·of making his 

wishes knOitln, the child may not be able to make the right choice 

as he is under a tremendous emotional strain. 'I'he child, consciously 

or subconsciously realises that this terrible choice he is asked 

to make is something he shbuld not be doing but for tne fight of 

the elders and if he makes his choice, he loses a beloved parent. 

Under such a heavy burden it is likely that the child has made a 

wrong eboice. perhaps not frcm his emotional point of view but 

f~m the point of view of his welfare. 

"-OJ) ~e presentation of a petition laying down the situation 

~~i;~~'~an xectify the error by a modification, variation, 

rescission or restoration of the old order. However there is always 

the possibility in such cases that the child may have been totally 

turned against the parent seeldng his care and control by way of 

cmendment of an order. That being so a new struggle of adjustments 

is bound to comnence for the child which may be an emotionally 

wrecking experience. 
. .. 

Maximum weightage is given_ to the question of welfare of 

the chilo in custodial matters158 •. In ChandraJ?rabha vs firemnath 

Kapoor159 the court observed that the nultimate responsibility, 

· 158. section 13 o± the Hindu Minority and Guarcllanship Act, 1956 
lays down that the welfare of minor "shall be the paranount 
consideration• and· by virtue of section 13 (2) this _considera
tion can be made to override the provisions of that AQt. 

159. AIR 1969 Del 283. 

0 
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1t · ~· ~ever be forgotten is the courts to judicial-ly consider -

whi~ way the welfare of the minor lies4r for such welfare is 
. ·. ·. i:'t ... .· ·-· ... --

ttJS:;·_.pf~ary and dOmiJnant consideration in determining the question 
- ·.·.;·:·~/;:·<. . 

of the uiinors custody". 

Where one of the parents clandenstinely removes the child 

from the other parent who has the actual custOdy, the child is 

further Victimised. In Elizabeth Denshaw vs Arvand M Denshciw160* 
----~~~-------

the child was in the custody of the mother in u.s. A. The family 

lived in u.s. A. The father picked vp the child after school and 

left for India secretly. DeCiding .. upon this case, the supreme 

Court called upon the courts in all countries to b.o:: a-1ar-.;: of the 

fact that substitutt!on of. self help for due process of law in the 

field of custody of children will harm the interest of the wards 

generally. 

In an a·tterr~t to iron out the creases in the law relating 

to custody matters the concept of constructive custOdy was .. given 

shape. In a case of custody of a minor, when the custody of the 

minors person is given to one parent that person is in actual 

custody of the minor and the other person is in constructive 

custody of the child. In R Geetha Vs A.'l'. Rajan161 it was pointed 

out that this expressi<Pn is a court envolved one formulated with 

a view to effectively inplenent the matters r.elating to custody 

of the child. 

160. AIR 1987 SC 3 

161. I (1991) DMC 140. 
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. 162 
In line with tnis line of thought the Delhi High .Court 

introduced the "Continuity of careu ~_oncept in custody decisions. 

:rn this case the mother was enployed in central Water Commission. 

The father's application for the custody of a Child of three 
~ 

was granted but set aside on appeal. '1'he father had made an alle- ~ 

gation of adultery against the mother but could not establish it. 

The father also argued that sin_ce the wife was working she had 

to leave the child behind while he had unmarried sisters and 

parents and they could look after the child. The court held that 

the chilo goes to school now and s:t:ends the time after school with 

the mother, who by then was free from work. This routine was 

followed by the child ever since it was living with the mother. 

This continuity of care, it was held, should not be disturbed 
0 

keeping in view the welfare of the child. 'l'he belief is also 

reflected in the case of 'rarun RanJan Majumdar vs sidhartha 

Dutta163 • The court felt that the continuity of care snould not 

be destroyed. 1n this case the child lived with the maternal 

grand parents from birth itself and the £·ather was in the construe-

tive custody of the child and had applied to the cvurt for its 

actual custody. The court obse.rveda 

162. M§dhubala vs />.run Khanna AIR 1987 Del 81 

163. supra note 149. 
· .. ... 

- .... ...-
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•Therefore. even though in this case the appellants have 

in fact the custody of the child, they having no legal 

right to such custody. the;-ir retaining or detaining the 

child against the will of its legal guardian, the father 

respondent would anount. to removal •••• •• ••• ••. we should 
order a consequential change in the existing custody caly 

385 

if we are satisfie~ that the welfare of the child, which is 

the primary and paramount consiaerations in all such matters 
warrant such a course8 .··_ 

continuity of care theory in fact is dire9ted towards the 

psychological wellbeing of the child as is . seen in the Madhubala164 

adn Tarun Ranj ans165• In Mhd l<halid vs zeenath Parveen166 the 

court held that if the minor remains with the appellant it· will. 

always suffer from an inferior complex of being the step child 

particularly after all the controversies that have been generated 

frOID its w.ry infancy, which have engulfed its parmtts in a severe 

. ~-h~~t~;~~~1i··< . :~~ ~rder of custody under the Hindu Marriage Act can be 

·.·i>':.P.~ ·. :,/ .. ~1119 the pendency of proceedings or on· the termination 

:~¥trp.;~~hings or at any time thereafter. 'l'he principal proceeding 
: ,·: 0 ("'-··.:::;;. -_: ••• ~-;_ -~ • • 

must have resulted in the grant of a decree of divorce, judicial 

separation etC. 

164. Supra 162. 

165. supra 149. 

166. ·Supra 154tt 

~· 
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This provision is invoked only in cases of matrimonial 

dispute between the parents of the child and as a principal suit,· 

proceedings regarding such dispute is registez;ed before a court 

having the jurisdiction to consider the matter. The section does 
0 

not relate to matters of guardianship of the property etc of the 

perscn. It only speaks of the custody of the person of the minor. 

It is not only the custoqy of the minor children of the 

parties to the marriage. with regard to which the court may pass 

orders. Their maintenance and education are· also matters in respect 

of which the court may pass such orders. As per the mandate of the 

section such orders may be passed wherever possible after taking the 

wishes of the child into consideration. 

~- oreer to PJ7()tect the interest of the children. a very 

~~ P9Wer bas been vested with the courts. such p~ers may be 
' ~~;~::~,,~~/fi:{::.:-i _.'.:.._. ;: ; 

... :.P.ed'~during the proceedings, after the tennination of the proceedings . 
. '. ·. ~:~·/;:,.··:· .. . :-''.- '. : .. 

. ··~'::: :::Ypassing any one of the four kind of decrees 

1. Annulment of Marriage, 

2. Restitution of Conjugal rights 

3. Judicial separation 

4. Divorce. 

The minor child in respect of whcm the order can be passed is 

eitiler the legitimate child of the parties or their legitimised 

child in the case where the marriage is void or in respect of 

an illegitimate child born after the marriage. 
" 
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_,_ While making orders for custody of children the court may 
_:;:~~~*"-~~ ~ .:·. : .. 

. . :;·:~~~j~t~ account the following factors a 

. · '(-::::x·~,:~- . ~,. welfare of the child, . 

2. Wishes of the parents, 

3" Wishes of the child, 

4~ Age and sex of the child, 

s. Conpatibility of the parents. 

Although there are no express stipulations regarding the above 

except those regarding welfare of the child167 and wishes of the 

child168 the courts do so in order to keep in pace with mocern 

developments in a changing society. 

While trying to f athcm the Jjludici al mind one often gets 

to read statements like (1} the custody of the children of tencer 

years must vest wi-t;h the U&other (2} when the boys_ are older their 

custody should be with the father and (3) mothers are the fit 

persons to be in custody of older girls. But these are not the 

rule for awarding custody. No such rule can really be franed.--'l'he 

only rule in this regard is laid d~ under section 6(a) of the 

Hindu Minority ADd Guardianship Act, which stipulates that the 
0 

custody of a minor who has not completed the age of five years 

shall ordinarily be with the mothere 

167. section 13• Hindu Minority. And Guardianship Act, 1956. 

168. section 27, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 



'l'be Indian courts have consistently up:l'leld in rule. In 

saraswati Bai vs Shreepad169 the--~o~~ observed' 

• •••• If the mother is a suitable person to take charge 

of the child, it is quite inpossible to find an 
adequate substitute for her for the custody of the child0

• 

And in In re Kamal Ruda170 the court opined that' 

a I have no doubt in my mind that the mother• s lap is God 1 s 

own cradle for a child of this age, and that as between 
father and mother, other things being equal, a child of 
such a tender age should remain with the mother•. 
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Even regarding older children the courts nurture very 

definite q,inion. The consensus is that male children above the 

age of 16 years and female children above the age of 14 years 

should not be ordinar~ly compelled to live in the, custoqy to which 

they object. The qualifier of this view being that the choice made 

by the child should not be it:lconsistent with its welfare171 and 

their choice should not be a tutored choice172.-

However as far as possible the court tries to ensure that 

the non-custodian parent has an access to the child so that the 

child may grow up in association with both the parents and the non 

custodian parent shall .not lose the affection and society of the 

child.. 

---
~~94t AIR 1941 Ban 108 • 

. ·' .· ... ' 

17P_fviLR (1949) 2 Cal 347 
,_-...,·· .. 

17U'1 Iyer Vs I:yer AIR 1948 Mad 294. 
-~.' :·::>::.~: --
172. venkatararma vs Tulsai AIR 1950 M-ad 294. 
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B. Single Parenting 

According to Engles173, the primitive society, irrespective 

of the geographical boundaries, can be divided in three epochs, 

nanely (a) savage (b) obarbaric (c) civilised. During the first two 

epochs marriage was not known to mankind. :rn the resultant free 

sexual relationship, mother alone had the duty of child rearing. 

But at the advent of the civilised epochs when man became conscious 

of concepts like o..mership, possession and property the idea of 

marriage fornrulated itself because man wanted to ensure that what 

he nurtured and maintained belonged to him and him alone. 

M~riage therefore brOught about the concept of mutual depen

dance, rights and duties~ They in turn have given rise to ques

tions o£ custody, eependency etc. But the duty of bring'ing up the 

c:bilaren rested solely with the woman as the man- was busy providing · ... · ···- ·.· . 

for tohem, fighting for them, but the spouses came to depend on 
. .,.,_. 

~~!i~~-9~r amotionally:, draw mental strength from each other. 
·.·":.·!-:~)f·:.;: ... \ •'. 

so a divorce leads to the spouses losing this emotional bond 

between· them which was also the perennial source of their mental 

strength and ability of face life. 

Single parenting therefoz:e carries a mental burden which may 

be more than the physical problems of having to .look after. the 

child alone. Though the law provides for the maintenance for the 

173. F. Engles, The OriSin of the Famili Private Propert~ And 
the state, Pp• Sl-2, Progress 13U£ iShers, MOSCOW (l48J. 
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child often it is not sufficient. Queries about marital status 

is often found to put separated or divorced women on the defensive 

and when the children fall ill they are psychologically marooned. 

The divorced or separated women have to reorient them

selves the most. It is they who leave the marital family, she must 

~ept ·and adopt a single existence. she misses ~er husband for 

bi~ mer~ presence, the feeling that "he is there!'e Moxa so if 
:···:··· , . +·.-

the.:teiilld and the father were attached. .. . 1·':' ,;:." .. ~ (:··. , .. - ... 

··such mothers tend to be over protective in an effort to 

provide the child with security that is missing due to the absence 

of the father. In the process she passes on her complexes to the ' 

child. She is in deeper difficulty when the chiid comes up with 

questions like where is my father? Why doesn't he live with us? 

Why does he live with some one else?174 

Similarly a single father,- ev-en though adept at house 

keeping and child caring chores finds himself at a loss with. the 

child whose custoqy he has gained. However since he has not had · 

to leave the family, other family members or if he is well of£ 

trained ayah · .. ·:, nurses and nannys can take care o£ the physical 

upbringing of the child but the emotional hunger, the craving 

for mothers tenderness cannot be supplied with the f ather·• As 

a result he is either a remote father figure or a doting father 

spoiling the child. A· busy father· can rarely spare enough t~ .. 

for the child. so the child, whose single parent is the father, 

174. s. Lalitha, "Single Parenting, Life without Father", Indian 
EXpress, weekend July 28th 1990. 
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is emotionally s~d generally~ 

In modern house holds there is a kind of division- of labour. 

HUsband and wives are generally obligated by law to support each 

other mutually, but in different ways, husbands are respcosible 

~9r,,~: financial support of the family and wiw.s are responslble 
•. :, '·.: ~: .-· . ..:. ~. . .,, .• 

:for _liqmestic services, wh_ere both the spouses have to work or 

the;i;h'usl:land is incapable of bread winning, this tradition is 
.. · '~· .;.:~; ~~}: .. :;;--.. ~ . . . . 

bJ"_okm11 but in many households especially in middle class families 

that this tradition is preserved175• In Sheela Vs Jeevanlal1 7 6 

the supreme court while granting the custody of the three childreh 

to the mother observed that in our society it is usually the male 

member that earns bread for the family but it is the mother ·who 

devotes all her life for the children looking after their interest. 

The mother being iri the· ·actiVe care and control and father 

the provider. constitu~ together an adult role model for the 

child. 

MOthers rule with a rod in her gentle hands, she is meant 

for cuddling, confiding. It is her hand that rules and also rocks 
-

the cradle. Fathers are reserved for the daily wrestling bouts, 

holiday trips to the zoo and ice cream treats and cricket matches. 

175. Virginia Tuft and Barbara Myerhoff, Changini Images of. the 
familz, p. 324-326, Yale university Press ( §79) 

176. AIR 1988 MJ 275 see also, stephen J MOrse, "Family LaW In 
Transition a From Traditional Families to Individual 
Libertyn • p. 319 in Changing Ima~s of the Fmtily, edited 
by Virginia Tuf-f & Barbara Myerho£. Yale university Pxess 
(1979). 
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Father provides the strongest retort to the child "MY £_ather is 

stronger than yoursa. Father is also the man one does. npt disobey 

easily. 

so. when the family is broken, and the mother is the custo

dian of the child. the missing parent cannot be· an adequate ·role 

model for the child or act as an added source of authority in 

enforcing confor.mity with the sOcial rules arid disciplineo It 
0 

has been called a inatricentric family and it has seriOlis conse-

quences on the upbringing of the child177• The same .is true of 

the father who is a custodian parent. In addition to providing a 

role model for the child to follow he must also provide the tender 

care and control of the mother. The female relatives of the father 

attenpt to act as surrogate mother in an attenpt to .reduce the 

emotional strain of the child. Things become. more difficult if the 

fathe~ has the custody of the daughter and the mother has the 

custody of the son. Neither can be the role model to them - not 

· -~ j~i~~r :to the son. nor the father to the daughter. AS a result 

. :i;~:;,ti~i:~d ·has a difficult growing up process. -
. ;;-:';::: .. ,........ . 

_<f.f.'~·:,§);:\~f:~~;,~~ feeling of gUilt remains, though the ·social stigma 

that a wanan had to face is not so e)ttreme now. Guilt that the 

child is being harmed by lack of the proper fanily environment 

177. Will.iam J. Goode, The Famity Page 91-117.,_ Prentice Hall 
of India Pvt. Ltd (1975}. 
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remains. Most psychologists and feminists have agreed that the 

proper place for the man is the periphery, that nature did npt_ . 

care a hoot whether the father hung around or not after birth178• 

vlomen feel that courage is a byproduct of her desperation 

to get the custcdy of 
0

the child, save herself and rediscover 

herself through her cnild. However talismanic the father may be in 

terms of the purely physical or "natural" needs cf the child no 

camnemoration is .required for single parenting. Reconciliation 

is most desirable. Single parenting is an alien concept in the 

civilised world where marriage is an recognised institution. It 

is ~Joxe so in India as right fran the age of Manu women have 

been a oppressed, depressed and dependable lot. It is not to say 

that in those ancient times women did not bring up children single 

handedly. Even then single parenting is an unnatural and uncC>nl-

·• fortable nhenomenon. when such \!Illlatural and uncomfortable . . -
......... 

Situation can not be avoided the law does its best to protect 
) ~ ·: ·.:_.;}~~:~~·~~~1:;:1~,i,~:: . . . 
the''"C:ihiid and the vulnerable parent. 

However, it is very important to understand that there is 

n~g to feel guilty about single parenting and both the child 

and the pm:ent IIIllSt be taught to take it in their stride and 

made to realise that they are not the only people in the word 

to face the prdJlem. 

178a Supra note 174. This also appears to confirm Engles vies. 
see note 173. 

':: 
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Part III - Disposal of Propertx179 

Property is a ver-y vital question in marriage as well as 

in divorce. But in the ancient Dharmasa.stra.s provisions for prOperty 

to wcmen was not mcde so the question of settla:nent of property 

on divorce or otherwise did not arise. Narada, Parasara. 

Yajnavalkya and Kautilya all have ordained a second husband to 

B'Wanan under very special circumstances even then. they do not 

nent·ion anything regarding settlement of property in such an event.· 
. . :::· 

.... _.-· 

'l·~ Disposal of Property Under Dharrramastras: 

In Manu, there is mention of stree dhana wer which sh.e 

has a complete and absolute title. The following property, 

ing to Manu is stree dhana. 

1. What was given before the nuptial fire 

2.· What was given on the bridal procession, 

3. What was given in token of love, 

4. What was received fr em her mother, 

s. What was xeqeived from her father, 

6. what was received from the brother • 

179. section 27, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955# states, In any 
proceeding under this Act, the court may make such 
provisions in the decree as it aeems just and proper 
with respect to any property presented, at or about 
the time cf marriage, which may belong jointly to 
both the husband and the wife. · 

u 

accord-
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~li~;/::·~e the six fold prOperty of the wanan that is ~"life over 

which. she has an absolute title. But since :t-lanu does not speak 

of separation or divorce there is nothing mentioned regarding 

hCM the property settlement is to be made on such an event180• 

Maintenance and ornaments constitute woman• s property 

according to Kauti1ya181 • In all forms of marriage_,mak~~. e]ifts 

to the bride and thereby giving pleasure to her is not forbidcen182• 

Maintenance is an endowment of. a maximum of two ·thousand panas, 

as o.n1aments there is no limit. While speaking of maintenanee, 
~ 

Kautilya says the w"oman• s property, and whatever she received 

from her husband shall be given back to her as in the cases of 

maintenance183• He says by retu.;ning her streedhana and . after 

canpensating her for marrying another wife and superseding her,. 

a man may taka another wife for wives are necessary for so~s184. 
Thus Kautilya discusses a situation where a property settlement 

is necessaey between the husband and wife when they separate ancf 
clearly states where the husband seeks divorce because of the 

wife's offence, he shall give to her whatever he may have taken185, 
0 

180. Manu DC 194. see G. Buhler, sacred Books of the East, Vol 
xxv. The Laws of !-lanu, Motilal Banarasidas (1964). 

181. Kau. 3.2.14. see R.P. Kangle, Kautilya Arthashastra, 
Vol Z & II, University of Bombay (19~. 

182. I d. Kau 3. 2.13. 
183. Id. Kau 3. 3. s. 
184. I d. I< au 3.2.38-42 

185. Id. Kau 3.3.17 

. i 
' 
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but if the wcmen seeks divorce from the husband due tP ... ~ offence 

of the husband she shall not ra~~ve __ anyt.h.ing186• 

2. Disposal of Property under Prese~ Hindu L~ 

'l'he property built up jointly and severally by the spouses 

during coverture often becomes the subject matter of dispute 

when the marriage breaks. The court has the requisite. power to 

make just and proper order regarding any property -

1• presented at or about the time of marriages 

2. which belongs to the spouses jointly. 

'l'he court is however not prevented by this section frcm · 

passing any order with regard to any property belonging 

exclusively to the wife or to the husband187• such settlement 
0 

can be made at any proceeding under this Act. However on the 

question regarding separate prcperty of the spouses, Delhi High 

court188 has expressed a contrar.1 view holding that order .regarding 

separate property of the spouses could not be passed under secticn 

27 of the Act. The Jammu and Kashmir High court189 has held that 

187. Kamta Prasad Vs em wati, AIR 1'972 All 153. 

188. Shukla Vs Brij Bhusan AIR 1982 Del 223; Nrigalochani vs 
Kuibhushan KumBrii ll985) ~c 244. 

189~ Sard_ar surineer Singh vs Nanjeet Kaur 1982 ·cr. LJ 514e 



.:.J,;,r>~~~~ . 
such an order can be passed only under the inherent. PoWefJof the 

. ·'::~:;:~:;~ \ . 

court Under section 151 of the Civil Procedure Code. The)~j ab 

High court190 has upheld the logic underlying Kanta Prasaci~91 

and has held that what is contemplated uncer section 27 is cQlse

quential or auxilla.ry in n'ature. The latent principle of section 

o 27 can be enumerated as follows. 

1. 'l'he suit must be a matrimcnial sul.t before the court. 

2. The application regarcling disposal o£ property must be 
made before ,the decision of the primary auit. 

3. · The discretion before the cOurt is limited to the extent 
, or a just and proper order wpich should be made keeping 

in view (a} the equities betWeen the parties (b} material 
surrounding circumstances (e) any other fqor the court 
deems essential. 

4. The order should lirni t itself to those properties which 
·were received (1J just prior to the marriage Ci.i) at the 
time of the marriage U.ll) · just a£ter the marrJ.:age. 

So Such property must belong (a) to the wife (b) to the 
husband (c) to both husband and the wife jointly• 

6. Making of· such decision is the 4isc.retion of the ccurt. 

7 • The words "may belong jointly" is a wide term whiCh does 
·not speak of ownership or title but merely speak~ of. 
;posaession. The. word may can also be interpreted as ~at 
which may not. . · 

a .. 'I'his provision oniy: concerns itself only 'with the property 
presented to the: spouses end not to the property earned 
by the spouses. · 

190. surinder KIDJr Vs H!dan Gopal Singh AIR 1980 Punj 334. 

191. supra note 186. 
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Thus ~aW-·'pi-9J?'~ty which may be .jointly and severally 
. . ·-,~~if;};~>..: . ~ . :/<;:~·-· . . 

ea.med by ~~~~@p(.uses <luring coverture and built up and accrued 

-as family as~~ ~s not -covered by section 27. 
" ' . . 

Fanily assets can be divided into two parts, broadlya 

1) Those capital in nature, namely house, furniture, land 
' ' ' ' ' 

and other. properties; 

2) Those revenue in nature namely (a) earning cap~ity of 
the husband (b) earning capacity of the YAfife (c) saving 

capacity of the husband and (d) saving capadi ty of the wife. 

section 27 is silent on this issue. 

192 The Supreme Court has held that· the streedhan property 

continues to be the property of the wife and on the husbands 

refusal to return the ·same the wife can sue l).1.m for criminal 

breach of trust under section 406 of the Indian .Penal cooe. 

'Ihe husband or his relatives are mere custodians or tJ:Ustees of 

the said property193 ~ '_ 

There is always a decline in the living standard of the 

custodian spouse mainly the non earning mother and the children 

after divorce while the standard of living of the non custodian 

~ouse especially the earning father rises. RecognitiOn of thG' 

concept of family assets or comnunity property may be cf some 

help194. 

192. · Prathibha Rani vs suraj Kumar AIR 1985 sc 628 

193. Mathai I<unJanma Vs J<ochukiran :U (1984) DMC 32. 

194~ Gillian Douglas, •Justice or welfare In Financial 
Prcceedings ':Iil Divorce" 1987 MLR 516 Vol 50, No. 4, 
at P 519 •. 
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Part xv;. DisinteQr!ticn of FamilX 

'Xhe word fam.ilY- gene.t"-al.l-y neans- parents and children 

living under l:he same roof. The future of a nation depends en its 

children whose upbringing depends on their home life which in .tum 
0 .. ,: . 

". :~;: -. 

depend on their family ties. The family is the microcosm of society. 

AS bricks go to.maka a house so do families go .to make people195 •. 

These ties are vital for the wellbeing of the society. In a well 

knit family each member upholds the other, the strc:ng- support 

the weak and the good reprove the bad. ~hey may have difference 

with one another but attacked from outside they join t09e~er. 

They are like a hcuse that is built upon a rock and stand finn 

for all that is right and good196• 

A stea4y rilse in divorce affects family aystem. Earlier 

it was believed that .the joint family system ~as one of tb3 main 

reason for incidents- of divorce. It is a special feature of the 

Indian society that wife is required to live _with the parents 

of the husband which ·often gives rise to quarrels and tensions,. · 

between the w.:l.fe and the husbanc'is relatives and thereby with -the 

husband. himse~f197• This led to the emergence of unitary family 

195. Lord Denning., The closing chaPter p.- 50 Butter...rorthS 
(1993) 

.Ibid. 

Jaffer Hussain, Marriage Breakdown And Divorce .Law 
. ·. In contemporary society a A conparative study of USA, .. -

.... _.,_~~r:f>~:UK And India, p. 217, concept Publishing company (1983). 
F::.-:,· 
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consisting of the spouses. tbeJZ: pcu=el1u and their children. 

However this hardly brought ~'~;,·Change in the rate of divorc 
. -·· .. ,_ :;_._;-

From the unitary family now the family structu::e has been changed 

to nucleus family which .includes the spouses and their unmarried 

children, yet t.'le rising trend of divorce has not changed. 
(0 

Eviaen tJ.y then. the family structure is not the casus 

Belli. But the st.tU~ture of · the f anily is in g.reat danger. There. 

is a gap .betv1een the law enacted and t."'le actual praQtices of lC~r~. 

'l'he grounds oo w ich the divorce is sought are the synptoms or 

indicatidns of a breaking family. 

Thie social _scientists _believe that chenge in the functional 

aspect oE the fmtily contributes to the rise of divorce~ From a 

functional perspective they feel. the adaptations of the far.ily to 

the requirements of the eco~omic system has placed a strain on the 

marital relationship. rt has led to relative isolation of nuclear 

family from i?be wider r~nship net work. ~ a ~sult. the families 

carry a heavier emotional burden when it f"inds inde_pendently than 

when it is a small unit within a larger kin fabric. AS a con~ 

quence todays family is relatively frag'ile. 'l'he nuclear family 

·:;f;ruffers from an emotional overload which inCLeases the level of 
. . 

conf l.ict betWeen its members. 

In an· industrial sOCiety the f amlly specialises in fewer 
i 

functions. AS a z:esult there are fewer bonds to unite the spouses, 

because most of the functionsof the family are now carried on by 

the commercial organisations, which has a dysfunctional effect 
·--- ----... 

' 

.. ~.-

· · ~,:i~YJ~:"; · 
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on the fanily. The high rate Of C:tiyorce is the price that is being 

paid and again divoroi in--~- affec-ts the family198• 

AS a consequence. young pecple are exploring the alternative 

to the family life. Single life is one such alternative. At one

time the society loolted askance at single people and they were 

considered 1e·ss capable and -mature. Single women a.z:e stereotyped 

as ·old maids who have not made 1 t to the marriage market, sillgle · 
~ ~ 

men are more attractively cast in the role of eligible bachelors 

' 
but we.re often thought of as not quite respectable. There is no 

radical change in this view still many people C90spicuously choose 

to remain single, especially in urban areas. J:ni urban areasll 

individual opinion or social opinion about another is irrelevant 

and no one is really very seriously affected by it. The tensions 

of a busy city life, pre-occupation Hith suzvival and furtherance 

of carrier end its relentless demands aze a few tP.ings which makes 

the survival of the single individuals easier. 

The next al. tern ati ve life style .is what is c~:mmonly known 

as living together. It meuns a man· and a \'loman sharing at the 

bed and board together without the marital bond. This is a new. 

social relationship just emerging in India though rather. comncn 

in the western countries. 

some families ill the west. dissatisfied ~'lith tradit.i'onal 

family or singlelife have joined comnunes. A comr.une is made up 

. ·.: ~~: . 
. . . -~ · ... 
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of several individuals ~~{:boun~· by blood or legal ties, who 
: . . ~:.::~~,;li/ \ :~_ . . 

share living quarters anct;.oma responsibilit.t.es for their llfe 
·,; .... · 

~ogether199. 

Where, the law cannot prevent a factual breakdown of 

marriage, the law also cannot prevent a man and woman <from choosing 

any of these a1 ternative life style. Divorce law can only preven~ \ 
0 

the transformation of factual relationship of a concubine intQ 

a legitimate marriage200• 

The alternative life styles are logical fall cuts of the 

present divorce situation. What protection can the law give to the 

unobficial wife or thetil~s nullius? I£ this consequence is not 

kept in view then we will soon be picldng up the pieces of a 

shattered family system in the fcnn of institutions of unwedded 

mothers and filius populi. 

A prima.ty function and characteristic of the family is 

that it; should be a social group in which the earliest stages 

the chi:ld can invest its emotional resources and learn to be 

corrmitted to them201 .•. Divorce strikes at this root and the family 

itself is disrupte_d. But divorce is also a necessary .e.vil which · 

·;•· combats a larger'!' ~~vi1. For better results the system itself 

.requires ove.rhauling .. 

199 • .E.:arne$t J. Green, Robert F. Massey, sharon Dans ~1assy. 
Mar-ria And Fanil : A BasJ.c self Instruction Guide, 
PP• 164-174. Macgraw Hill Books 

200. Kahn Freud#· ttoivorce Law RefoJJDs'1 19 )olLR 477-576 (1955) 

201.- Hichael-- ·An€erson,----Soei&li',il- of the Family, pp. 57-59, 
Penguin Education (1975l.-

. i 
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A. MAINTENANCE 1 

Period 1914-19541 DUring the spontaneous unplanaed social change 

(SUSC) period ranging between 1914-1954 in this study it was 

observed that there were about 51 maintenance cases. of which 

43% were by male appellants and 57'Yo were by female appelants. 

In about 63% cases maintenance was granted and in 33% cases main-

tenance was declined, 4% ca5es- were ~aer other forms of decision 

which are mostly technical decisions. While only 3&.,{. cases were in 

favour oi men. ";59'" cases were in favour of worren. I.n other words 
·t 

571'~ appellants were women. in 63% cases mainrenance was granted 

and in 59"" cases the decision f avc..-ured women. All the female 
. 

appellants had succeeded in. their a:ppeal. 

The rate of JI&aintenance varied between ~ 20/- per mensem 

and is. 300/- per mansem. In about 9% cases the presence of 

children were nentioned. 

Period l955-1990a The rising trend of the maintenance case continue 

uninterrupted. 'l'here were about 212 cases during this period. Of 

these 63% were male appellants and 36% were female appellants. 

In 7:tYa cases maintenance was decreed. In other words almost 

all the male ap_rellants failed in their appeal as 74% cases were 

ddiciced in favcur of wanen. 

During th£! former p0I:iod th~:; maintenance clo.im of rr.ost 

of the t.-Tcroen failed in the lDHer forum. That is the rea::.:vn why-

majority of the apr-ellants Tt7ere wcmen. Durin~) the ·latter period 
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the women• s claim was upheld in the lower forum itself. Therefore 

it became necessaxy for most of the men to go to the upper forum 

in appeal. The statistics show that those appeals were also lost 
" 

to them. 

ColYin 51% cases the amount of maintenance paid was mentioned 

Most of maintenance anlount (in 31% cases) was limited to Rse 100/• 

o~y •. Maintenance amount of Rs. 100/- to ~ 200/..; and Rsa 200/- ~o 

Rs. 300/- figured 19% cases each, together constituted 3&" of the 

cases. In about 11% cases a pa~nt of Rs. 500/- and more was made 

and in 8% cases lunpsum payment was given. Apparently this began 

to gain popularity from 1980 onwards. 

Period 1984-199(U This period is important because it was tallied 

with the same period. at the sub-divisional level for which the 

cases were collected from the Ci..urt of the sub-divisional judicial 

magistrate at Siliguri. Of the 65 cases during this period, in 

66% the appellants were male and ·in 32% the appelants were female. 

In 74% cases maintenance was allowed and 74% cases the cases were 

decided in favour of women. 

It appears that the soci~conorrJ.c vulnerability of women 

have been granted a judicial recognition under the maintenance · 

cases. 'I'he trend of decision making reflects that ·the judges have 

.·: ·.;'~t'j~{·.~ to make up for this social deficiency through their judgments 
·r • 

··-:~visional level (1984-1990) a Of the 124 cases available for 
~·~::·, .. •!,:.~·;_~~-~;t;<~·/:-- . 
· · <:»~:''\',an&lysis out of a 160 that were filed during this period, 78% 

petitioners/complainants were women. A reversal of the earlier 
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findings at the national level bettwen 1955 and 1990 and also 

1984 to 1990. Of the 124 cases available for analysis in 31% 

.:.. ·<'Q.ases maintenance was allowed.,· 31% cases were ·pending before the 
• /:- .·;;,;--· 1,••'. ··. ' . 

ooUJ:t. About 29% cases were dropped for default or non prosecu-
, ·. . ·. ,,\•ii.~1.';:: : 

:.:~',.:'·.·tfiii' and as rejected petitions. About ~/o cases ended on compromise. 
- . ·_ ··<·:\·~~::;::~. ·~ .. . . . 

~ maintenanc::e amount in majority of 51% cases were between 

Rs. 200/- to Rse 300/- followed by 26% between Rs. 100/- and Rs. 200/-. 
,, 

It has been noticed that the maintenance amount sanctioned 

by the court are very small. It can hardly be sufficient for 

a person sustainance. The monthly instalment ·system has two 

disadvantages, namely, 

(a) The monthly payments often stops. forcing the women 

into further litigation and harrassments. 

(bJ 'l'he~chastity of woman is given an exaggerated 

irrportance. If she develops an intimacy with· any 

mEillber of opposite sex, she is te.tmed. a wan an of 

lose cl)aracter apd the payments stope 

B. ~ody of children& when the parents engage themselves in 

fierce battle the children are reduced to durri> cattles. Their 

interest is not tefY'.e.!.'G"ted by a lawyer., thei.r sha.J:e of the J;:>roperty 

is neither documented nor apportioned and almost never put in a 

trust on behalf of them. '!'hough their wishes are taken into 

account end the!ir tVelfare is the paramount consideration in· the 

decision making., there is nothing to aid and guide them to reach 

a proper decision. 
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Where the custOdy goes to the mother, she is disadvantaged 

1n two ways (1) she only has the physical custody of the child, the 

guardianship continues with the father. AB a result_.for every 

important decisions for the childs welfare and its future she 

has to turn to her estranged spouse who can ·by a reversal of 

judicial order take the ·child m~ay from her and (2) If the woman 
" 

who is a cu~todian parent later on enters into a relationship w~tJl 

another man, the father can take the child away from her on account 

of her being a person of baa character and of lose morals. Thus, 

even after divorce the man continues to have· an extended control 

over the woman. 

c. Diseos al of prcperty a The ~tethod and disposal of propert:y 

under the Act are quite inadequate. On one hand the amount of 

alimony or maintenance awarded are very meagre en the other hand 

the property which .was given during marriage has been classified 

into those presented to . the groom and those pJ:esen ted to the wife. 

No e~:count is taken of the· .property both in cash and kind and also 

by way of savings which was accumulated during the subsistence 

of marriage •. 

D. _Disintegration of famil~a There is a tremendous change in the 

functional aspect of the family. 'l'he effort to adapt to the changing 

economic· system pl~s a strain on marital ties. With the advent of 

mOdern technology, :the desire to achieve and possess more is 

.· hi.ghtened. AS a result the nuclear family tend _to js!llat~ tl'l~ 

~:<('iieives .from their ldnsh.tp network. This leads to insecurity and 

.·;_ .. 
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disintegration. The resulting emotional trauma is· now leading,

Young people to explore alternative life styles like -single living, 

commune ·living, living together etc. 

As a result the entire social change is swift and wide

ranging often giving the impression of the society being in turmoil. 

The new awareness regarding life liberty and personality predomi

nantly spread by the audio visual medium appears to have aided 

the process. While 'the answer regarding the destination of our 

social movement is not clea+ it forces one to question Quo Vac'Us? 

· Yet one thing is apparent even new that the planned social. change 

(PSC) brought ~out by the statutory provisions relating to ~vorce, 

maintenance, custody, alimony ~tc. and its·effect upon the society 

have triggexed off another (SUSC) spurt of spontaneous unplann~ 

social change. 


